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The Upper Midwest is a region in the northern portion of the U. Census Bureau 's Midwestern
United States. It is largely a sub-region of the Midwest. Although the exact boundaries are not
uniformly agreed-upon, the region is defined as referring to the states of Iowa , Michigan ,
Minnesota and Wisconsin ; some definitions include North Dakota and South Dakota as well.
The USDA reported that corn, soybean , sunflower and sugar beet crops saw harvest gains in ,
but were still below the five-year averages. This was in part due to weather conditions in
October that affected the harvest. The region has dramatic variations between summer and
winter temperatures; summers are very hot; and winters are very cold. The growing season is
shorter, cooler and drier than areas farther south and east. The region's western boundary is
sometimes considered to be determined by where the climate becomes too dry to support
growing non-irrigated crops other than small grains or hay grass. North Central American
English also known as "Upper Midwestern" [5] , an accent of American English defined more by
the absence of certain features than their presence, is spoken in Minnesota, parts of Wisconsin
and Iowa, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan , portions of Montana and the Dakotas. The Upper
Midwest was the heartland of early 20th-century Progressive Party politics and the region
continues to be favorable to the Democratic Party and moderate Republicans , with Minnesota
favoring each Democratic presidential candidate since and Wisconsin from to Minnesota
narrowly supported native Walter Mondale in in an election where Ronald Reagan won every
other state. Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin also often favor Democratic candidates. However,
beginning with the midterm elections , Republicans experienced substantial gains in state
legislative and executive offices in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan. Donald Trump 's
presidential campaign made significant in-roads in the Upper Midwest. Each state elects 2
senators to a 6 year term. Wisconsin is the only state in the Upper Midwest that has elected one
Republican and one Democrat Senator. The economy of the region was largely based upon the
mining of iron and copper, as well as a very large timber industry. Mechanization has sharply
reduced employment in those areas, and the economy is increasingly based on tourism.
Popular interest in the environment and environmentalism, added to traditional interests in
hunting and fishing, has attracted a large urban audience who live within driving range. From
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It was classified as a Class A-Advanced league. The Midwest League directly evolved from two
earlier leagues in the region. In , the Midwest League was designated as a Class A league, after
the minor league classification structure was reorganized. The Royals finished the season
93â€” In , the Midwest League contracted from ten teams to eight, as franchises in Danville and
Dubuque were eliminated. The Peoria Suns relocated from Danville in , and acquired their
current name, Peoria Chiefs, the following year. In , the league began splitting its season into
two halves and expanded from 12 to 14 teams, with the addition of franchises in South Bend,
Indiana , and Rockford, Illinois. During the s several teams changed cities as Major League
Baseball placed higher standards on minor league baseball facilities; franchises in smaller
cities were sold to new owners who moved those teams to new ballparks in larger cities. The 97
wins by the Foxes remains a Midwest League record. Due to the popularity of the Midwest
League, as well as logistical reasons, the Midwest League was promoted to Class-A Advanced
for the season as a result of Major League Baseball 's reorganization of Minor League Baseball
following the season. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American Minor League baseball
league. Hot Rods. River Bandits. Timber Rattlers. Eastern Division. Western Division. Main
article: Midwest League rosters. Main article: List of Midwest League champions. Retrieved
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Honkbal Hoofdklasse. As of the census , the population was 54,, making it the eighth largest
city in the state. The city was developed in response to talk of an air field being located nearby
and named for the Tinker Air Force Base 's original designation as the Midwest Air Depot. The
city, which was incorporated on March 11, , was named for the air field's original designation as
the Midwest Air Depot. Seward Mott, the director of the Federal Housing Administration's Land
Planning Division, helped design the city, gaining national print and broadcast attention, and it
became a model for postwar community development. Soon after its opening, Midwest City
citizens opted for a charter-council-city manager form of government to better manage their
rapid growth. Midwest City's regional hospital was dedicated October 6, , built with the use of
bond money. Voters also approved the creation of a junior college district in In the early s, the
Glenwood Addition subdivision, just north of the TAFB runway, was purchased from individual
owners with funds raised in a county-wide bond election after plane crashes in the area killed
several civilians and military crewmen. The former subdivision is fenced off and used as
storage and training exercises for TAFB personnel. Portions of Midwest City particularly
northwest of Tinker Air Force Base sustained extreme damage from a violent tornado that swept
through the southern and eastern areas of the Oklahoma City Metro on May 3, While it produced
F5 damage in South Oklahoma City, damage in Midwest City was rated high-end F4 although F5
was considered , with numerous destroyed homes and three fatalities. City officials worked to
revitalize S. Meanwhile, the Heritage Park Mall has slowly dwindled, becoming an issue of
contention in the mayoral race. The city's elevation is 1, feet above sea level. The city is located
in Oklahoma County and the area is known for low hills and two species of blackjack oak and
post oak. As of the census [6] of , there were 54, people, 22, households, and 14, families
residing in the city. The population density was 2, There were 25, housing units at an average
density of 1, The racial makeup of the city was Hispanic or Latino of any race were 5. There were
22, households, out of which The average household size was 2. In the city, the age distribution
of the population shows The median age was For every females, there were For every females
age 18 and over, there were About Midwest City's economic base is heavily dependent upon
Federal tax dollars via Tinker Air Force Base , the largest single-site employer in Oklahoma. The
General Motors Oklahoma City Assembly plant was another major employer from its opening in
until its closure in February GM closed the plant as part of a cost-savings measure. Tinker
renamed the facility the Tinker Aerospace Complex. Army cargo planes. Midwest City is home
to a four-star hole municipal golf course, a 9-hole municipal golf course, a swimming pool,
splash park, and several urban parks. The nearby base hosts an annual Star-Spangled Salute
each summer. When Midwest City's founder and developer, W. Today, the Atkinson Heritage
Center at N. The 8, sq. To serve the community and help financially support the historic
property, the house conference room as well as the pony barn are available for rental for events.
The district also includes a post-secondary school, the Mid-Del Technology Center. Rose State
College , a two-year community college, is also located in the city. The school district was
initially housed in prefabricated hutments and began with a high school and two grade schools
that were precursors to the Sooner and Soldier Creek elementary schools. From Wikipedia, the
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[2]. Council â€” Manager. Matt Dukes R. Tim Lyon. Source: NOAA extremes â€”present [22].
Sources: [23] [6] [24] [25]. Midwest Airlines formerly Midwest Express was a U. For a short time,
it also operated as a brand of Republic Airways Holdings. Operations as an independent airline
ceased in November , on its merger with Frontier Airlines. Midwest Airlines began in , when
Kimberly-Clark began providing air transportation for company executives and engineers
between the company's Neenah, Wisconsin headquarters and its mills. In , K-C Aviation was
born from this, and was dedicated to the maintenance of corporate aircraft. At the time the
airline had two Douglas DC twin-engine jets and 83 employees. Kimberly-Clark opted against
this plan after local resistance over the carrier's desire to serve Atlanta's Fulton County Airport ,
which is a general aviation airport on the city's west side. From to , the airline also operated a
single Convair twin-turboprop aircraft provided by Kimberly-Clark's corporate aviation
department. The airline slowly grew, adding additional DC-9 aircraft to its fleet, including larger
DC-9 jets, with a total of 24 by the end of Its longtime slogan, "The Best Care in the Air",
represented its inflight product. This made the airline popular with business travelers. In
addition, Midwest Express operated a sizable executive charter operation with a specially
configured DC In , Midwest Express added two McDonnell Douglas MD aircraft to its fleet,
acquiring eleven additional aircraft between and These enabled the airline to expand services to
the West Coast and Florida. The airline experienced steady growth and continued profitability,
opening an additional hub in Omaha, Nebraska in early Midwest Express also started its own
regional subsidiary, Skyway Airlines , The Midwest Express Connection, to provide commuter
airline service to small communities in Wisconsin and the surrounding region. Kimberly-Clark
relinquished its ownership in two initial public offerings on September 22, , and May 8, In ,
according to the Midwest Express timetable, the airline was code sharing with Virgin Atlantic
Airways for flights between London Heathrow Airport and Milwaukee and Kansas City with
passengers connecting between the two air carriers in Boston. After fourteen years of
profit-making, Midwest Express was affected with serious financial problems after the
September 11 terrorist attacks. To return to profitability, the airline made major changes. The
Omaha hub was reduced to a focus city in early , with hub status transferred to Kansas City.
Some MD series aircraft were reconfigured into a new "Saver Service", featuring cloth coach
seats in a 2-by-3 arrangement. Saver Service, while decreasing the width of the seats, continued
to feature ample legroom. The airline's Signature Service was also affected by financial
difficulties. The signature gourmet meal services, which had been served on china after being
cooked on board, were discontinued in and replaced with a buy-on-board product. Midwest
Express was serving the following destinations in October [11]. National Airport DCA. The
airline was serving the following destinations in June [13]. In early Kansas City became a
secondary hub for the airline while Omaha was reduced to a focus city. In , the airline made
another major change, shortening its name from Midwest Express to simply Midwest. A major
reason for the change was the modern association of "express" with a regional airline , which
Midwest was not. In a move to save money on jet fuel, the airline accelerated the replacement of
DC-9 aircraft with the Boeing On May 23, , Midwest Airlines accepted one of the last two Boeing
s delivered in a ceremony with AirTran Airways , who accepted the other Midwest also
announced that selected MD aircraft would leave the fleet. In May , Midwest announced a new
buy-on-board meal service for customers. The new program was a change from the previous
'In-flight Cafe' and featured chefs and inspiration from the renowned Mader's restaurant.
Chocolate chip cookies continued to be baked on the plane and served warm. Midwest became
the largest longstanding operation at Mitchell Airport and served 21 cities non-stop serving San
Antonio only through Kansas City , while its regional partner Skyway Airlines , operating as
Midwest Connect , served nearly 30 destinations throughout the Central United States. On May
17, , Midwest Airlines signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Northwest Airlines to form a
codeshare agreement with them. The codeshare agreement added city pairs and 1, new flight
options for Midwest Airlines customers. Paul and Memphis throughout the United States and
Canada. Midwest placed its code on Northwest flights from Indianapolis , then a Northwest
focus city, as well as a number of Northwest-operated flights to Hawaii and Alaska. On May 29, ,
Midwest announced the next phase of the company's strategic plan, which offered customers
the choice of Signature and Saver seating on all flights. The same amenities were provided to all
passengers in either cabin, including leather seats. The new configuration consisted of 40
Signature leather seats, arranged in 10 rows of two-by-two, offering a 36" pitch and providing 2
to 3 more inches of leg room than the previous Signature seating, [16] and 59 Saver seats
arranged two-by-three which the company claimed were among the roomiest coach seats in the
industry. The addition of 11 seats on each of the airline's 9 Boeing aircraft would have reduced
the airline's unit costs by increasing capacity Had the new seating configuration on the Boeing
s been in effect in , Midwest Airlines' cost per available seat mile excluding fuel of 7. That

AirTran offer in was rebuffed by Midwest's board, which also rebuffed a second offer in late In
December , AirTran disclosed the rejection of both offers in hopes of bringing shareholder
pressure on Midwest's board to reconsider, which the board recommended that shareholders
reject. On August 12, , it was announced that AirTran had lost the bid for Midwest. A private
equity group, headed by TPG Capital and including Northwest Airlines , purchased Midwest and
turned the airline into a privately funded company. The inclusion of Northwest in the investing
partners required anti-trust review from the United States Department of Justice , which reviews
all airline mergers. This ended the independent existence of Midwest Airlines. In accordance
with the rest of the airline industry during the oil price increases since , Midwest Airlines was
forced to cut back services. According to the company, the MD was "a very fuel inefficient
airplane and at the cost of fuel today it's just become economically infeasible to operate these
planes. Skyway was due the amount by June 30, forcing Skyway Airlines to record a full reserve
and corresponding reduction in revenue during the second quarter of that year. As part of the
outsourcing deal, Republic Airline operated 12 Embraer aircraft under the Midwest Airlines
brand, though Midwest had the option to convert the aircraft into a long-term lease and operate
them directly. The airline also reached an agreement with Boeing Capital to return 16 Boeing s,
leaving it at the time with a fleet of only 9 aircraft. The deal closed on July On September 3, ,
Midwest Airlines announced its plan to outsource all of its flight operations to Republic
Airways. Republic began operating twelve seat Embraer ERJ jets under the Midwest Connect
name while Midwest returned its 25 Boeing planes to Boeing under a lease renegotiation. The
Midwest branch of the Air Line Pilots Association launched a campaign protesting the Midwest
outsourcing plan shortly after it was announced. They argued that the pilots had already made
significant concessions to help Midwest Airlines survive and that the company's new contract
offers represented draconian demands. Midwest Airlines' final flight operated with a Boeing and
staffed with Midwest Airlines flight crews landed in Milwaukee on November 2, On October 1, ,
the midwestairlines. Several Embraer aircraft retained the Midwest livery into late until their
retirement or reassignment by Republic. In August , reports surfaced that there were ongoing
efforts to revive the Midwest brand. According to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel , a group of
people was trying to secure investors to relaunch the airline using the original Midwest Express
name. On August 9, , it was announced that Elite Airways had signed an operating agreement to
provide the initial aircraft, flight crews, and maintenance service for Midwest Express. As at
end-February , however, the launch 'has been delayed three months'. Midwest Express' original
livery consisted of dark blue on the upper half, and white on the lower half. The two were
separated by blue and red cheatlines with white in between, which ran up the trailing edge of
the tail. The engines were white, and on the tail was a bold 'M' and a script 'E', representing the
airline name, and the way the titles were printed on the fuselage. This scheme could still be
found on one Beech D of Midwest Connect , without the 'M E' on the tail, as late as In , the
airline started to add the McDonnell Douglas MD to the fleet, initially in the same livery. In the
mids, the livery was substantially revised. The top half of the aircraft remained blue albeit
slightly brighter , but the bottom half was repainted light grey, along with the engines, and they
were now separated by gold, white, and red cheatline. The tail logo also underwent minor
changes, adding a circle around the lettering and the same cheatline from the fuselage
connecting the circle to the leading edge of the tail. Despite the unchanged lettering on the tail,
the titles on the fuselage were changed to all bold letters, rather than the script "Express" titles.
In , Midwest Express Airlines began to create a new identity, as the first Boeing s were being
delivered, and the DC-9 aircraft were being retired. The company started with removing the
"Express" from its name and thus, off the fuselage , and it designed a new logo that would help
point it out as a representative of Milwaukee. The result was a logo that looked much like a
wing, with a small 'M' inside of it. However, if the logo is turned on its side, it bears a
resemblance to the Milwaukee Art Museum , designed by Santiago Calatrava , which was being
constructed at the same time. The Art Museum had risen as an icon of Milwaukee, and so the
new Midwest Airlines felt this would be a good representation. Along with this new identity
came a new livery. The bottom of the aircraft remained grey, while the top was repainted in a
deeper blue, with essentially the same gold, white, and red cheatlines separating the two. On
the lower half, there was also a blue swoop, starting at the front looking much like another
stripe , getting larger as it went back until it covered the entire rear fuselage. The engines on
these planes were painted in the same blue color, with four gold rings on the port engine, and
three on the starboard. This was meant to represent the ranking of Captain and First Officer,
along with where they sit. A defining feature of the airline was the chocolate chip cookies baked
on the aircraft and served during flights. The airline began serving the cookies after an
employee experimented with different snacks on an empty leg of a charter flight. The cookie
was featured in Midwest advertisements, such as the "Save the Cookie" campaign in opposition

to the proposed and failed AirTran takeover. The cookie was served during professional
baseball games at Kauffman Stadium , as well as Bucks basketball and Admirals hockey games
at Milwaukee's Bradley Center. The cookie outlived the brand, as it was briefly served on
Frontier Airlines flights. This is a list of destinations that Midwest Airlines, operated by Frontier
Airlines and Republic Airlines , was serving as of April Midwest Connect destinations are not
included. All former Midwest Airlines Boeing s were retired on November 3, The majority of
Midwest Airlines routes were operated by Midwest Connect through outsourcing , allowing
Midwest to advertise and maintain a route system similar to what existed prior to Midwest Air
Group 's takeover by Texas Pacific Group : [46] The Boeing aircraft were replaced by the Airbus
A flown by Frontier Airlines and 15 Embraer aircraft flown by Republic Airlines. Ten of these
aircraft were purchased from US Airways [47]. During the merger with Frontier Airlines, it was
announced that the Midwest Airlines fleet of Embraers would not be merged into Frontier
Airlines' operating certificate ; the two types of aircraft would continue to be crewed and
operated separately by the two airlines. Until , Midwest Express served gourmet meals on china
along with complimentary alcoholic beverages. With the cost-cutting programs instituted
following the post-September 11 industry downturn, this was changed to a buy on board food
program, "Best Care Cuisine," with breakfast, lunch, and dinner meals available for purchase.
Midwest Airlines' frequent flyer program was called Midwest Miles. As of [update] , Northwest
route maps showed Midwest as a partner airline and Northwest now Delta pulled its non-hub
flights out of Milwaukee. Midwest Miles was unusual in that it had links to the Amtrak program.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the Egyptian airline, see Midwest Airlines Egypt. For
the successor airline proposed to begin operations in , see Midwest Express Airlines Not to be
confused with Air Midwest , a defunct regional U. Main article: Midwest Express Airlines This
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Melissa Harrington born July 9, , also known by the stage names Melissa Lincoln and Melissa
Midwest , is an American pornographic actress , businesswoman and web developer. Melissa
Midwest has appeared in magazines including FHM , Gallery , Maxim , Hustler , Perfect 10 , and
Playboy , and was once attributed as the ninth most searched-for name on the internet.
Harrington created the "Melissa Midwest" amateur pornographic website "just for fun" at the
age of Within three years, the site had achieved a dominant position in the genre. After the
success of her own website, Melissa launched a contest to help find a similar girl that she could

help make successful. This contest led her to meet Adrienne, and together, they created a
successful website around her, SweetAdri. Melissa also started an online store, a personal
appearance service. Harrington has been arrested three times due to indecent exposure
stemming from activities related to her website. She further claimed that the city has been
actively discouraging local businesses from hiring her. In October , Harrington was named as a
co-defendant in a lawsuit by Hope Miller, a porn model also known as "Brooke Skye", in which
Miller alleges that while performing on a radio program together, Harrington penetrated her with
an oversized strap-on dildo against her will, at the demand of host, Bubba the Love Sponge
Clem. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American pornographic actress, businesswoman
born Lincoln, Nebraska. January December 30, December 29, January 9, October 11, AVN Media
Network. Categories : controversies American pornographic film actresses Actors from Lincoln,
Nebraska Pornographic film actors from Nebraska Businesspeople in information technology
American female adult models American pornographic film directors American pornographic
film producers American women in business Women pornographic film directors Women
pornographic film producers American women film producers births Living people Film
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Printable version. If this was true, then the Midwest would include the geographic centre of the
48 connected US states which is situated in Kansas as well as the population centre of the
United States in Missouri. The word Midwest has been in common use since the late 19th
century. Other names for the area are no longer used. The land in the Midwest is generally
thought of as consisting of rolling hills with some mountainous and flat regions like the Great
Plains states. The far northern part of the Upper Mississippi valley is known as the Driftless
Area , a region of very rugged hills centered primarily western Wisconsin, though the region
includes small parts of northeast Iowa, Southeast Minnesota, and northwest Illinois. Also, the
northern part of the Ozark mountain range is in southern Missouri. Less rain falls in the western
Midwest than in the eastern part. This causes different types of prairies. Most of the Midwest
can now be called either " urban areas" or " agricultural areas". Areas in northern Minnesota,
Michigan and Wisconsin, and the Ohio River valley are not very developed. Chicago is the
largest city in the region, followed by Detroit and Indianapolis. Some other important cities in
the region are: Minneapolis - St. Paul , Cleveland , St. Midwesterners are sometimes viewed as
open, friendly, and straightforward, or sometimes stereotyped as stubborn and uncultured.
People view the Midwest as a very open place with lost of corn and wheat, very dry crops and
sometimes simple people. Midwest values were shaped by religious beliefs and the agricultural
values from the people who settled in the area. The Midwest today is a mix of Protestantism and
Calvinism , untrusting of authority and power. Because of 20th century African American
migration from the South, many African Americans live in most of the area's large cities. The
mix of industry and cultures in those cities led to new types of music in the 20th century in the
Midwest, including jazz , blues , rock and roll. Jazz was invented in New Orleans, but started to
develop and grow in Kansas City. Techno music came from Detroit and house music and blues
came from Chicago. Today the population of the Midwest is 65,,, or Politics in the Midwest is
divided, although if you include Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri and the Dakotas in it leans
conservative. With some states leaning liberal and many others conservative. The Great Lakes
area, which has more large cities than the rest of the Midwest, tends to be the most liberal area
of the Midwest. However, the rural Great Plains states, are more conservative. Traditionally, the
larger cities tend to lean to the left while those in the rural countryside lean farther right. Ohio,
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania are represented by 1 Democrat and 1 Republican each. The final
tally is 9 Democrats and 15 Republicans. As of , Minnesota's is the only state legislature in the
nation where 1 house is controlled by Republicans and the other by Democrats. The accents of
the Midwest are often clearly different from the accents of the South and many urban areas of
the American Northeast. The accent of most of the Midwest is thought by many to be "standard"
American English. Many national radio and television shows in the U. In some parts of the
Midwest, the accents are quite different from the " neutral " accent of the rest of the Midwest.
These accents usually are because of the heritage of the area. For example, Minnesota , western
Wisconsin and Michigan's Upper Peninsula have strong Scandinavian accents, which get
stronger the farther north one goes. Many parts of Michigan have Dutch -flavored accents. Also,
people from Chicago are known to have their own " nasal " accent. The same is true of St. In the
most southern parts of the Midwest, such as southern Indiana, Southern accents are common
in addition to the standard Midwest accent. The same can be said of Southern Illinois,
particularly below U. Highway 50 and south of St. Missouri is also an example of a Midwest state

with southern culture. Missourians usually have either a Southern or Midwestern accent, or a
combined dialect of both, but accents tend to be distinctly Southern in the Southeastern and
Bootheel sections of the state. From Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Redirected from Midwest. Hidden categories: Articles with broken Wiktionary links All articles
with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from April Webarchive template
wayback links. Namespaces Page Talk. Views Read Change Change source View history.
Wikimedia Commons. It caused high winds and spawned an outbreak of weak tornadoes. Some
areas reported torrential rain and large hail. Damage was moderate to severe across much of
the affected area, as sustained wind speeds of 70 miles per hour kilometers per hour; 31 meters
per second were prevalent. The greatest damage occurred in eastern Iowa , and northern Illinois
, where multiple tornadoes touched down. Millions across the Midwest were affected by
wide-scale utility disruptions, [12] residential and commercial property damage, and severe
damage to corn and soybean crops. In the early morning of August 10, , the event storm system
developed around the southeastern South Dakota -northeastern Nebraska border and
intensified rapidly as it crossed into Iowa , producing damaging winds as it reached the central
area of the state. In western Iowa, atmospheric instability allowed the storm to become extreme,
producing vast, widespread wind damage across central and eastern Iowa. The storm moved
into the Great Lakes region in the afternoon, entering Illinois and southern Wisconsin around 2
p. CDT , and northern Indiana around 5 p. As evening fell, the storm entered southeastern
Michigan around 6 p. Utility disruption and infrastructure damage occurred in much of the
storm's path. Three days after the derecho, over , customers in Illinois, and , in Iowa, remained
without power. The storm's winds caused wide-scale damage to plants, particularly trees,
snapping large limbs, ripping off branches, and even felling or uprooting whole trees, often
damaging houses and vehicles, as well as electrical and telecommunications infrastructure.
Farmers in Iowa, a major agricultural state and top corn producer in the US, found their crops
had been flattened and agricultural infrastructure such as silos, grain bins and grain elevators
imploded by the storm. Iowa Secretary of Agriculture Mike Naig said, on August 14, that the
storm was a "devastating blow" to the Iowa agricultural industry, especially since it took place
mere weeks before the beginning of the seasonal harvest. The agricultural damage of the
derecho has been compounded by a concurrent drought affecting 31 counties. Farmers
preferred drought to wet conditions in the wake of the derecho damage, as wet conditions
would induce rot and make it harder to harvest the flattened crops. In eastern Nebraska near
Tekamah and Fremont , some of earliest storm damage occurred. At least one person was
injured. Affected towns and cities advised residents not to travel due to damage. City-wide and
county-wide states of emergency were declared. Reynolds' request for a federal disaster
declaration. Reynolds extended the disaster proclamation for aforementioned Iowa counties.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa , the Linn County seat , was one of the hardest hit areas of the storm. After
the storm, Linn County peaked at over 95 percent power loss to residents due to infrastructure
damage, with Cedar Rapids experiencing a maximum 98 percent power loss. On August 12,
Mediacom said 57, modems were offline across eastern Iowa, most of them in the Cedar Rapids
area; two days later, nearly 10, of those customers were still without service. A week after the
storm, 75, Iowans, most of them in Linn County, still lacked electricity. Hundreds of thousands
of trees, of which Cedar Rapids was known for, were severely damaged or felled by the storm
with both Cedar Rapids and nearby Marion estimated to have lost half or more of their tree
canopy from the storm; [16] professional arborists and state foresters urged residents to seek
professional help for their tree damage, saying it could take months to clean up. In a preliminary
evaluation four days after the storm, the Cedar Rapids fire department declared over a thousand
residences unsafe to occupy; in addition, had non-structural damage and over cosmetic
damage. By August 23, that count had shrunk to , with many more buildings being added to the
non-structural damage category. On November 9, Dr. Melanie Giesler, a local physician, said
increased allergies in the area were likely due to the derecho damage, spurred on by dust,
debris, and mold growing on dead plant matter. On August 21, Marion city officials announced
98 percent of its streets were cleared and over 7, truckloads of debris had been removed. As of
November 24, cleanup was ongoing with the city currently working on the final public collection
of non-organic debris. On December 3, Taylor Burgin, Cedar Rapids' construction engineering
manager, said that city crews and contractors are beginning a thorough cleanup of city parks
â€” this is expected to add an estimated 1. Burgin also noted the city has removed around 2,
trees, but needed at least 10, more to complete citywide cleanup. In the Des Moines
metropolitan area , over , customer experienced outages, according to MidAmerican. It planned
to lease equipment from contractors to accelerate cleanup. The city of Ankeny estimated it
would take four to six weeks to fully clean up debris. The company assisted the state in cleanup
efforts, blaming misinformed employees. Marshalltown suffered extensive property damage.

Over a hundred cars parked near a factory had their windows blown out. Reports described 99
miles per hour kilometers per hour; 44 meters per second winds, roofs being ripped off, and
loose wood debris embedded in the sides of buildings. Damage metrics released on September
1 showed nearly 2, buildings were damaged or destroyed in the storm, more than the EF3
tornado which hit the city. In city parks, over trees were felled. The city fielded over 12,
emergency calls regarding trees in the city after the storm hit. In Fort Wayne, Indiana , a woman
was killed when high winds tipped over her mobile home. The following day, Trump announced
he had partially approved Reynolds's request, but did not approve the requested FEMA
Individual Assistance Program, which Reynolds's office says "provides disaster-impacted
homeowners and businesses with programs and services to maximize recovery, including
assistance with housing, personal property replacement, medical expenses and legal services".
He promised to help Iowa rebuild, but did not tour areas damaged by the storm. On August 15,
Finkenauer toured damage in Marshalltown. Trump remained at the airport and did not interact
with the public, tour damage, or assist in recovery efforts during his visit. On August 19, Naig
met with farmers in Marion to personally assess the damage. Ernst toured damaged in
Marshalltown. On September 2, Grassley and Ernst fielded questions from Cedar Rapids-area
non-profit organizations. On August 14, the city of Cedar Rapids set up five resource centers to
distribute basic necessities to the public. Mid-American Energy , one of Iowa's two major
electric utilities, gave away bagged ice in Cedar Rapids on August 20â€” As a result of
downsizing and the pandemic, local news media were hard-pressed to provide reporting under
disaster conditions, limiting national news coverage of the storm. On August 14, Ashton
Kutcher , originally from Cedar Rapids, criticized the lack of federal response and aid. He called
on Pence and Trump to aid the affected areas. General Benjamin Corell, commander of the Iowa
National Guard, said they first received local requests for help on August Residents of Cedar
Rapids had mixed emotions regarding official responses and assistance. For many, they felt
ignored for days after the storm and offered too-little, too-late by the non-local support. Some
impoverished or less-affluent neighborhood residents said they felt neglected, abandoned, or
given lower priority among utility and government assistance. The lack of electricity,
telecommunications, and ability to travel led to the delays in assistance according to both
official and non-government organizations. These explanations did not reassure storm-battered
populations. Abby Finkenauer , then-US Representative for Iowa's 1st congressional district
which encompasses Cedar Rapids and other hard-hit areas , used her local office for an
assistance event, personally handing out essentials such as food, water, and toiletries until
supplies ran out. The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee returned the criticism,
saying that while Hinson had released a stereotypical ad and posed for storm-related photo ops,
Finkenauer actually worked on doing something meaningful at the time. Hinson has since
collaborated with local religious and charitable groups. Ernst and her Democratic challenger in
that year's election , Theresa Greenfield , both provided assistance. Greenfield handed out
supplies, served food, and toured damage. Ernst helped distribute food with local charities
including Meals on Wheels. Neither politician saw the disaster assistance as optional. Political
science professors in the state commented. Tim Hagle from the University of Iowa said the key
is "to strike the balance between political grandstanding â€” or opportunism â€” and a genuine
desire to help, which also helps you politically". Chris Larimer of the University of Northern
Iowa concurred, adding that practical help is more likely to earn voter support. At Cornell
College , Megan Goldberg said "an elected official wants to claim credit for disaster relief that is
effective, while avoiding blame for any mismanagement of disaster relief", concluding that
"even a candidate or official who genuinely wants to visit a site â€” either to help or to gather
information â€” has to think about how the visit can be spun to his or her political advantage,
and how to reply to criticisms of such visits. But that's the way it often is these days. The
severity of the storm raised the question of whether climate change intensified it. Climate
change is a possible cause of the intensity of derechos overall, said Iowa State University and
National Weather Service Des Moines scientists; experts disagreed if it was responsible for this
particular storm. The NWS said it was atypical for such a severe storm to not appear in the
previous day's weather models. Additionally, NWS research into derechos indicate weather
patterns in the region to be shifting towards the poles, which might be a result of climate
change. The Storm Prediction Center SPC did not foresee an event of this magnitude, primarily
due to sporadic model solutions, more specifically the large variance in intensity, location, and
coverage of this derecho. As model guidance became clearer, parts of Iowa and Illinois were put
under an enhanced risk at UTC before the region was further upgraded to a moderate risk at
UTC. UTC [i]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. August Midwest derecho. Provincial
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Commons. Simple English Edit links. Flattened corn field near Adel, Iowa on evening of August
19, August 10 radar composite from 8am to 7pm CDT. Widespread damage to residential and
commercial property, agriculture, and public utility infrastructure, some severe, affecting
millions. Cedar Rapids, Iowa area [9] [10] [11]. SVA [v]. East spreading north toward Lake
Michigan. Issuing: SVA Isolated instances of hail are the primary threat for now. However, CAM
solutions [Convective Allowing Models ] have suggested the potential for one or more of the
clusters to grow upscale and become a bowing complex later this morning. If this trend begins
to unfold, a WW may be needed to cover the downstream threat. Additionally, the structure
consistent with warm-air advection over a boundary, suggesting little organization in this area
of the line as well. In between roughly over Cedar , Wayne , and Dixon counties in NE some

better organization and faster forward storm motion has been noted. While likely still slightly
elevated, this portion of the line currently poses the highest potential to produce damaging
wind gusts. As this bow moves quickly eastward around kt into central IA this morning, it will
encounter an increasingly unstable airmass. A recent measured severe wind gusts of 99 mph
was reported at the Marshalltown ASOS associated with this bow, and a couple other gusts up
to mph have also been noted. Current expectations are for this bow echo to maintain its
intensity across eastern IA This line will likely impact the Chicago metro area around to pm
CDT. This substantial severe wind risk is expected to increase within the next couple of hours,
and a Severe Thunderstorm Watch will be issued to address this threat. Despite ample
instability, winds aloft are generally weak, with only about 20 kt of effective bulk shear present,
with perhaps some enhancement near the MCS in central Illinois. Thus storms should form into
a few multi-cell clusters , posing a threat for damaging winds and large hail. Convective trends
will be monitored this for a potential watch issuance this afternoon. Uncertainty exists in
whether or not the convection will persist as it crosses northern parts of Lake Michigan and
entering into the L. These conditions are forecast to persist into the evening hours. Some risk
may also spread southeast of the existing watches across the Ohio River into northern
Kentucky as well which could also require WW consideration. Some weakening has been noted
over the past 1 to 2 hours with northern portions of the line -- i. Here, weaker instability is
indicated with eastward extent. Marion, Iowa [i]. Personal Station. Midway, Iowa [i]. Le Grand,
Iowa [i]. Mesonet - Personal Station. Hiawatha, Iowa [i]. Albion, Iowa [i]. Dixon, Illinois [i]. Cedar
Point, Illinois [i]. Harvey, Illinois [i]. Chicago Lincoln Square. Neal Smith National Wildlife
Refuge. Elkhart, Iowa [i]. Moline, Illinois [i]. Plainfield, Illinois [i]. Iowa City, Iowa [i] Airport. Des
Moines, IA Airport. ASOS , Storm spotter. Quad Cities Airport. Ankeny, IA Airport. Kentland,
Indiana [i]. Chicago Midway. Cedar Rapids, Iowa Airport. Chicago O'Hare. A brief tornado
occurred on the leading edge of the derecho. No damage was found. NE of Minerva. A brief
tornado occurred in cropland. Most of the damage done was to crops and trees. Some homes
had minor damage. Convergent path in fields were found. No damage occurred. N of Cedar
Rapids Airport. A path through cropland was found on satellite imagery, ahead of a larger swath
of wind damage, but no damage could be attributed to the tornado itself. A high-end EF0
tornado damaged two outbuildings, power lines, and hardwood trees. A path through cropland
was found on satellite imagery ahead of a larger swath of wind damage, but no damage could
be attributed to the tornado itself. First of two tornadoes to strike Rockford. Some trees were
damaged along the path. Northeastern Rockford to Caledonia. Winnebago , Boone. Second of
two tornadoes to strike Rockford. Trees and tree limbs were downed in the northeastern part of
Rockford, with significant tree damage occurring in a localized area just east of Rock Valley
College. Homes, apartment buildings, and businesses sustained roof, siding, and shingle
damage. Numerous utility poles were downed as well, and tree limbs were downed in Caledonia
before the tornado dissipated. Fairdale to W of Colvin Park. A utility pole was snapped, trees
were damaged, and a plastic covering was ripped off a greenhouse. A convergent pattern was
left in flattened corn fields. This high-end EF1 tornado ripped well-anchored roofing material off
of businesses in town, and snapped a power pole was at its base. Shingles were ripped off of
homes and businesses just west of IL One roof, torn from a bsiness, struck another building.
Trees were shredded as well, with one tree limb significantly damaging a pickup truck. Mainly
tree damage occurred, although one single family home and farm sheds were heavily damaged.
Corn was flattened in a convergent pattern and two utility poles were left leaning. A narrow
swath of corn was flattened in a convergent pattern. A barn lost nearly all of its roof. Southern
Yorkville to Plainfield. Kendall , Will. As the tornado touched down on the far southern side of
Yorkville , it destroyed a pergola, ripped siding off a house, and threw fencing and parts of a
tree over a roadway. Trees were also damaged as the tornado crossed IL The tornado reached
peak intensity as it mangled trees, destroyed a farm building, and bent a large grain bin inward.
Wood panels thrown by the tornado left scour marks in the ground. The tornado then weakened
as it entered Plainfield, causing tree, fence, and siding damage. The tornado lifted just before
reaching I , although damaging winds of up to 82 miles per hour kilometers per hour; 37 meters
per second continued to damage trees and roofs into the Crest Hill community. Trees were also
damaged nearby on the campus of Wheaton College. Damaging winds of up to 90 miles per
hour kilometers per hour; 40 meters per second caused damage in nearby Glen Ellyn after the
tornado dissipated. Large limbs and tree trunks were knocked down or snapped and house
sustained minor damage in a residential area before the tornado reached its peak intensity as it
crossed WS Numerous trees were snapped, a building sustained roof and siding damage, and a
car was splattered with debris. The tornado then quickly weakened and dissipated after
crossing over US N of Lombard to N of Villa Park. Tornado came from the same storm that
produced the Wheaton tornado. More than homes were damaged, some of which sustained

significant roof damage. Trees were snapped or uprooted, including some that landed on and
caused damage to homes. IL , WI. In Illinois, the tornado damaged the roofs of homes, snapped
or uprooted trees, and wrapped metal roofing from outbuildings around trees. The tornado
weakened as it entered Wisconsin, where additional tree damage occurred and multiple homes
sustained shingle and siding damage in the Camp Lake area. The tornado then crossed Camp
Lake, toppling pontoon boats and docks. Goselville to WSW of Posen. Trees were uprooted and
snapped. Two utility poles were snapped at the base and fences were blown down. Minor
structural damage occurred. This high-end EF0 tornado caused mainly tree damage, including
one tree that fell on a house. Lincolnwood to Rogers Park. A high-end EF1 tornado was caught
on video lofting debris as it moved through the Rogers Park neighborhood in Chicago. Trees
were snapped or uprooted, a metal light post was snapped at its base, wooden power poles
were left leaning, some buildings sustained roof damage, and numerous cars were damaged or
destroyed by falling trees and limbs. The tornado lifted as it moved over Lake Michigan. Trees
and crops were damaged outside of town before the tornado moved through it. The tornado
itself downed damaged numerous trees, with some snapped and uprooted; damaged a utility
pole and crops; and caused minor roof damage to a house. One metal farm building had a
portion of its roof peeled back and another had its doors blown out. Corn was flattened in a
convergent pattern. This high-end EF1 tornado was embedded in a much larger swath of
damaging winds. Grain bins were toppled, several farm outbuildings were significantly
damaged or destroyed, trees were damaged, and crops were flattened. A farmhouse had its
brick chimney toppled over, and a utility pole was snapped. The tornado dissipated into a
microburst that caused more damage farther east. Mineral Springs to Webster Lake. Trees were
snapped as this tornado crossed SR A church lost roof covering, and some homes were
damaged as a result of fallen trees and branches. Some homes also had minor roof damage.
The tornado lifted over Webster Lake. Wikimedia Commons has media related to August
Midwest derecho. Midwestern cuisine is a regional cuisine of the American Midwest. It draws its
culinary roots most significantly from the cuisines of Central , Northern and Eastern Europe ,
and Native North America, and is influenced by regionally and locally grown foodstuffs [1] and
cultural diversity. Everyday Midwestern home cooking generally showcases simple and hearty
dishes that make use of the abundance of locally grown foods. Its culinary profiles may seem
synonymous with "American food. The Midwest's restaurants also offer a diverse mix of ethnic
cuisines as well as sophisticated, contemporary techniques. Sometimes called "the
breadbasket of America" the Midwest serves as a center for grain production, particularly wheat
, corn and soybeans. Flour was also used to make light sponge cakes , doughnuts, cookies,
pastry, and quick breads like soda bread and baking powder biscuits. Cereals like oatmeal ,
cracked wheat and corn meal were used to make gruel or "mush" when prepared without milk.
In the Northeastern state of New York became the country's leading dairy producer, a position it
held until overtaken by Iowa in It wasn't long after that Wisconsin emerged as the leading dairy
producer. Beef and pork processing have long been important Midwestern industries. Chicago
and Kansas City served as stockyards and processing centers of the beef trade and Cincinnati ,
nicknamed 'Porkopolis', was once the largest pork-producing city in the world. Pork sausages
were flavored with black pepper and sage and smoked to make frankfurters. To make breakfast
sausages liver, heart and bread were added. Other types of sausage included liver sausage ,
blood sausage , bologna , cervelat and wiener wurst. Hamburg steak was made from tough cuts
of beef with suet [4]. Ingredients commonly used in the Midwestern states include beef, pork,
potatoes and corn. Apple pie is also popular though other local ingredients vary among states.
The Upper Midwest has morel mushrooms , strawberries , blackcaps , gooseberries and
blackberries. In the 19th century, as the frontier advanced westward, recipes had to be adapted
based on the availability of ingredients. A traditional Midwestern breakfast in the 19th century
might have included lamb chops, liver, bacon, pan-fried fish, oysters, eggs, potatoes, fruit
compote or preserves, and hearty dough-based dishes like pie, doughnuts or cookies. The table
would be laden with fried chicken , pickles, relish, beets, cottage cheese, roast meats, potatoes,
pork chops , fresh bread, fried green tomatoes , pies and biscuits. German and Swiss
immigrants made dairy products including cheese, milk, butter, white sauces and homemade
cottage cheese. They raised milk-fed veal and produced a type of white beer called weisse bier.
Swedes, Norwegians and Finns began to settle the Midwest in the late 18th century, introducing
rich, butter-laden cakes and cookies. At the turn of the century cruise ships operating along the
Great Lakes offered varied dining selections. Seasonal fruits, oats, hash browns puffed rice ,
sirloin steak, and lamb kidney saute with mushrooms were some of the breakfast offerings
available in As with many American regional cuisines , Midwestern cooking has been heavily
influenced by immigrant groups. Throughout the northern Midwest, northern European
immigrant groups predominated, so Swedish pancakes and Polish pierogi are common.

Wisconsin , Missouri , Kansas , Ohio and Illinois were destinations for many ethnic German
immigrants, so pork sausages and potatoes are prevalent. In the Rust Belt , many Greeks
became restaurateurs, imparting a Mediterranean influence. Native American influences show
up in the uses of corn and wild rice. Scandinavian dishes include pickled fish , smoked fish, and
salted fish , lutefisk , dark breads, Danish frikadeller and aebleskivers served with chokecherry
or blueberry syrup. A Wurst mart, sometimes spelled Wurstmart or Wurst Markt, is a variation
on a fish fry found predominantly in German-American communities. Wurst marts are usually
held by churches as fundraising events, where people will pay for a buffet of sausages and
other side dishes. Common side dishes include mashed potatoes, gravy and sauerkraut. Wurst
Mart comes from the German word "Wurstmarkt", meaning sausage market. Wurst marts are
found mostly in small rural German-American communities in the Midwest, particularly around
St. Following the Civil War , Chicago made use of railway networks to establish distribution
networks, making fresh beef widely available. For the first time American consumers without
access to local livestock could purchase fresh beef. Chicago meat packer Gustavus F. Swift is
credited with commercializing shipping fresh meat in refrigerated railroad cars. By the number
of refrigerated railroad cars in use exceeded , Jewish immigrants from eastern Europe ate a
type of oatmeal cereal called krupnik that sometimes had barley, potatoes and fat added, and
milk when it was available. Orthodox Jews continued to observe kashrut Sweatshop laborers
carried bagels, knish and herring to work. Thin-crust pizza arrived in Chicago with Italian
immigrants in The origin of deep dish pizza is disputed but some say Pizzeria Uno first started
serving the iconic dish in They can still be found at festivals, fairs and ballparks today. In James
L. Kraft founded a wholesale cheese distribution business in Chicago which became Kraft
Foods. Miracle Whip was introduced in at an industry event. Brach's company in Chicago
started making candy corn in the s. The Dove Bar was invented in Chicago. Chicago is known
for its sandwiches like the Italian Beef sandwich which originated during the Great Depression.
Starting with tougher cuts the beef is cooked slowly for several hours then sliced thin and
served with sweet green pepper on a roll that's been softened in the beef's own juices.
Chicago's Puerto Rican population have introduced the skirt steak sandwich Jibarito using fried
green plantain instead of bread. Today this sandwich is made with chicken, roast pork, ham,
shrimp and even the vegetarian option tofu is available. The Queen City is known for its
namesake Cincinnati chili , a Greek-inspired meat sauce ground beef seasoned with cinnamon,
nutmeg, allspice, cloves, bay leaf, cumin, and ground chilis , served over spaghetti or hot dogs.
Unlike chili con carne , Cincinnati-style chili is almost never eaten by itself and is instead
consumed in "ways" or on cheese coneys, which are a regional variation on a chili dog. Goetta ,
a meat-and-grain sausage or mush made from pork and oats, is unique to the Greater Cincinnati
area and "every bit as much a Queen City icon" [19] : as Cincinnati chili. It is similar to the
traditional porridge-like German peasant food stippgrutze but incorporates a higher proportion
of meat-to-grain and is thicker, forming a sliceable loaf. Slices are typically fried like sausage
patties and served for breakfast. The city has a strong German heritage and a variety of
German-oriented restaurants and menu items can be found in the area. Cincinnati's Oktoberfest
Zinzinnati , an annual food and music celebration held each September, is the second-largest in
the world. The area was once a national center for pork processing and is often nicknamed
Porkopolis, with many references to that heritage in menu-item names and food-event names;
[6] pigs are a "well-loved symbol of the city. Cleveland 's many immigrant groups and heavily
blue-collar demographic have long played an important role in defining the area's cuisine.
Ethnically, Italian foods as well as several Eastern European cuisines, particularly those of
Poland and Hungary , have become gastronomical staples in the Greater Cleveland area.
Prominent examples of these include cavatelli , rigatoni , pizza , Chicken paprikash , stuffed
cabbage , pierogi , and kielbasa all of which are widely popular in and around the city. Sweets
specific to the Cleveland area include the coconut bar similar in many respects to the Australian
Lamington. This local version is unlike those typically found elsewhere being that it is made
with layers of sponge cake custard and strawberries, then frosted with whipped cream. The
Columbus, Ohio area is the home and birthplace of many well-known fast food chains,
especially those known for hamburgers. Wendy's opened its first store in Columbus in , and is
now headquartered in nearby Dublin. America's oldest hamburger chain, White Castle, is based
there. Besides burgers, Columbus is noted for the German Village , a neighborhood south of
downtown where German cuisine such as sausages and kuchen are served. In recent years,
local restaurants focused on organic, seasonal, and locally or regionally sourced food have
become more prevalent, especially in the Short North area, between downtown and the Ohio
State University campus. Numerous Somali restaurants are also found in the city, particularly
around Cleveland Avenue. Columbus is also the birthplace of the famed Marzetti Italian
Restaurant, opened in Owner Teresa Marzetti is credited with creation of the beef-and-pasta

casserole named after her brother-in-law, Johnny Marzetti. The restaurant's popular salad
dressings became the foundation for the T. Marzetti Company , an international specialty foods
manufacturer and distributor, headquartered in Columbus. Detroit specialties include Coney
Island hot dogs , found at hundreds of unaffiliated "Coney Island" restaurants. Not to be
confused with a chili dog , a coney is served with a ground beef sauce, chopped onions and
mustard. The Coney Special has an additional ground beef topping. It is often served with
French fries. Food writers Jane and Michael Stern call out Detroit as the only "place to start" in
pinpointing "the top Coney Islands in the land. Detroit also has its own style of pizza, a
thick-crusted, Sicilian cuisine -influenced, rectangular type called Detroit-style Pizza. Other
Detroit foods include zip sauce , served on steaks; the triple-decker Dinty Moore sandwich ,
corned beef layered with lettuce, tomato and Russian dressing; and a Chinese-American dish
called warr shu gai or almond boneless chicken. The Detroit area has many large groups of
immigrants. A large Arabic-speaking population reside in and around the suburb of Dearborn ,
home to many Lebanese storefronts. Detroit also has a substantial number of Greek
restaurateurs. Thus, numerous Mediterranean restaurants dot the region and typical foods such
as gyros , hummus and falafel can be found in many run-of-the-mill grocery stores and
restaurants. Chinese restaurants in the Detroit area serve Almond boneless chicken, [27] a
regional Chinese-American dish consisting of battered fried boneless chicken breasts served
sliced on a bed of lettuce with a gravy-like chicken flavored sauce and slivered almonds. In
nearby Ann Arbor the Chipati, a tossed salad, is served inside a freshly baked pita pocket with
the "secret" Chipati sauce on the side. The Chipati's origination is claimed by both Pizza Bob's
on S. State St. Kansas City is an important barbecue and meat-processing center with a
distinctive barbecue style. The Kansas City metropolitan area has more than barbecue
restaurants [29] and proclaims itself to be the "world's barbecue capital. The oldest
continuously operating barbecue restaurant is Rosedale Barbecue near downtown Kansas City.
Both Arthur Bryant's and Gates Bar-B-Q sell bottled versions of their barbecue sauces in
restaurants and specialty stores in the surrounding areas. Minneapolis used to be known as
"Mill City" and homemade breads and pies feature prominently in Minnesota's cuisine. In the s
there were four Jewish bakeries within a few blocks of each other baking bagels and other fresh
breads. Jewish families purchased challah loaves for their Sabbath meal at the North Side
Bakery. There were two kosher meat markets and four Jewish delicatessens , one of which
began distribution for what would become Sara Lee frozen cheesecakes. The delis sold
sandwiches like corned beef and salami. Like Milwaukee, American restaurants in the Twin
Cities supply a wide spectrum of choices and styles that range from small diners, sports bars
and decades old supper clubs to high-end steakhouses and eateries that serve new American
cuisine using locally grown ingredients. There are many restaurants serving various Polish
dishes like polish sausage, pierogies and stuffed cabbage rolls. Traditionally, potato salad and
kraut were served alongside an entree of bratwurst or ham hocks. A side of spaetzle and red
cabbage would accompany sauerbraten or rouladen. In the fall, the Twin Cities share along with
Green Bay, Wisconsin, the tradition of the neighborhood booyah , a cuisine and cultural event
featuring a hodge-podge of ingredients in stews. Asian cuisine was initially dominated by
Chinese Cantonese immigrants that served Americanized offerings. The cuisine of Japan has
been present since the opening of the area's very first Japanese restaurant, Fuji Ya in
Minneapolis and St. Paul also offer a diverse array of cuisines influenced by their many
immigrant groups. Restaurants offering other cuisines of Asia including those from
Afghanistan, India , Nepal and the Philippines are also fairly recent additions to the Twin Cities
dining scene. Mexican and Tex-Mex restaurants serve tacos, tortas, tamales and other similar
dishes. The Twin Cities are home to many restaurants that serve the cuisines of the
Mediterranean, Middle East and Northeast Africa including, Greek, [40] Ethiopian and Somalia
have also opened a number of restaurants in Minnesota. There is also a presence of
Afro-Caribbean restaurants, with the famed Nicollet Avenue in Minneapolis being home to two
Caribbean restaurants. Omaha has some unusual steakhouses such as the famous Gorat's ,
several of which are Sicilian in origin or adjacent to the Omaha Stockyards. Central European
and Southern influences can be seen in the local popularity of carp and South 24th Street
contains a multitude of Mexican restaurants. North Omaha also has its own barbecue style.
Omaha is one of the places claiming to have invented the reuben sandwich , supposedly named
for Reuben Kulakofsky , a grocer from the Dundee neighborhood. Godfather's Pizza is one of
the chain restaurants that originated in Omaha. The cheese frenchee is also a local favorite and
staple, originating from the original King's Food Host fast food restaurants. The large number of
Irish and German immigrants who came to St. Louis beginning in the early nineteenth century
contributed significantly to the shaping of local cuisine as confirmed by a variety of uses of
beef, pork and chicken, often roasted or grilled, as well as a variety of desserts including rich

cakes, stollens , fruit pies, doughnuts and cookies. Even a local form of fresh stick pretzel ,
called Gus's Pretzels, has been sold singly or by the bagful by street corner vendors. Mayfair
salad dressing was invented at a St. Louis hotel of the same name, and is richer than Caesar
salad dressing. Louis is also known for popularizing the ice cream cone and for inventing gooey
butter cake a rich, soft-centered coffee cake and frozen custard. Iced tea is also rumored to
have been invented at the World's Fair, as well as the hot dog bun. A staple of grilling in St.
Louis is the pork steak , which is sliced from the shoulder of the pig and often basted with or
simmered in barbecue sauce during cooking. Other popular grilled items include crispy snoots,
cut from the cheeks and nostrils of the pig; bratwurst ; and Italian sausage , often referred to as
"sah-zittsa," a localization of its Italian name, salsiccia. Maull's is a popular brand of barbecue
sauce in the St. Louis area. Restaurants on The Hill reflect the lasting influence of the early
twentieth century Milanese and Sicilian immigrant community. Two unique Italian-American
style dishes include "toasted" ravioli , which is breaded and fried, and St. Louis-style pizza ,
which has a crisp, thin crust and is usually made with Provel cheese instead of traditional
mozzarella. A Poor boy sandwich is the traditional name in St. Louis for a submarine sandwich.
Paul sandwich is a St. Louis sandwich, available in Chinese-American restaurants. A Slinger is
a diner and late night specialty consisting of eggs, hash browns and hamburger, topped with
chili, cheese and onion. Early settlement in Illinois along the Ohio River included farm owners,
tenant farmers and sharecroppers. The lowest rung were called "river rats", similar to folks who
lived along the Illinois River foraging for clams and mussels, mostly German, Irish, English and
Appalachian. By , fish from the Illinois river were being sent upstream to Chicago for sale in
commercial markets on the east coast. Carp and buffalo fish were used to make gefilte fish or
fried carp in cornmeal batter. During winter months when fish, clams and mussels were
inaccessible the "river people", or alternately "shantyboat dwellers" hunted possums , beaver
or raccoons. Beans, pork, and potatoes were dietary staples in Southern Illinois. Fried eggs,
fried pork, biscuits, fruit preserves and coffee were traditional breakfast foods. Dinner options
consisted of boiled or fried potatoes, green beans cooked in fat, boiled pork, fried fat pork,
sliced tomatoes, lettuce wilted with vinegar, macaroni with tomatoes, pie and cake. Whole milk
was usually not available outside wealthy families but children were sometimes given skimmed
milk. Lower-income families consumed less milk, meat and eggs. The horseshoe sandwich is
rarely seen outside Springfield, Illinois where it originated. The original version was an
open-faced sandwich made a horseshoe-shaped ham steak and two pieces of white toast but it
is available with other types of meat also like chicken cutlets or hamburger. The sandwich is
served with a cheese sauce similar to Welsh rarebit and french fries. Indiana claims shoreline
along Lake Michigan so freshwater fish like perch and walleye have a place on local menus.
Biscuits and gravy , topped with sausage gravy, can be found at diners throughout the state,
sometimes served with eggs on the side, or other breakfast sides like home fries. Chicken and
noodles or beef and noodles are served over mashed potatoes. German pubs serve traditional
fare like sausages, schnitzels, rouladen, and sauerbraten. Fried brain sandwich is not very
common any more but was more widely available in the past. It was first brought to Evansville
by German immigrants. Fried biscuits are a specialty of the state, served with cinnamon sugar
and spiced apple butter. Deep-fried pork tenderloin and fried bologna sandwiches are popular in
Indianapolis and other parts of the state. Fried chicken is a staple of after-church dinner on
Sundays Indiana's version uses more black pepper than most. Some say it originated with the
Shaker settlements along Indiana's eastern border with Ohio. Sometimes called "desperation
pie", the simple milk and sugar pie may be related to the Amish Bob Andy pie , Pennsylvania's
shoo-fly pie and North Carolina's brown sugar pie. Indiana produces more popcorn than any
other state except Nebraska. When French Icarians arrived in the 19th century their simple
meals were put together using just a few basics: milk, butter, bacon and corn bread. The Amana
Colony settled on the rich soils of Iowa and until the s their meals were provided by communal
kitchens supplied by the village orchards, communal gardens, vineyards, bakery, smokehouse
and dairy. Iowa's last communal meal was served in Traditional recipes from Amana's
communal kitchens include radish salad, apple bread , strawberry rhubarb pie , and dumpling
soup. Dutch letters , pastries filled with almond paste and shaped like an 'S,' are also common
in Iowa, although they were historically only made for Sinterklaas Day. Iowa's Dutch bakeries
offer other baked goods like speculaas and boter koek. Czech immigrants contributed pastry
filled with sweetened fruit or cheese called kolaches. Kringla , krumkake and lefse are found at
church suppers throughout the holiday season when a typical lutefisk dinner would include
mashed potatoes, cranberry salad , corn, rutabaga , rommegrot , meatballs with gravy, and
Norwegian pastry for dessert. Recipes compiled and published by the Des Moines Register
include salmon mousse, fresh gazpacho , apple coleslaw, cabbage n' macaroni slaw, other
slaws, soups, and dips, and various salads like turkey-melon, shrimp- yogurt and

pasta-blackbean, including one gelatin-based salad made with 7Up, lemon-lime gelatin, crushed
pineapple, marshmallow and bananas. Other gelatin based salads included blueberry salad and
a "Good Salad" which included a mix of puddings, orange gelatin and citrus fruits. Basic soups
included cauliflower-cheddar garnished with scallions , cream of carrot made with milk and rice
, and beef noodle soup made with frozen vegetables and beef bouillon. Various beverage
offerings included cool apple-mint tea, a citrus mix that included orange juice, lemonade
powder and club soda, as well as coffee flavored with cinnamon. The state is the center for
loose-meat sandwiches , also called tavern sandwiches and appearing on many menus by each
restaurant's unique name for them. Hot beef sandwich is made with leftover pot roast topped
with gravy and mashed potatoes. Iowa is the leading pork producer in the United States. It is a
popular "fair food" at the Iowa State Fair where the meat of a pork tenderloin sandwich is often
far larger than the area of the bun. Burgers are made with local beef. Iowa is the leader in corn
production in the United States , also leading in production of eggs and pork. Heirloom varieties
like Green Moldovan tomatoes, St. Locally brewed beers like pale ale and lager varieties are
made with wheat and barley. Potluck suppers, farmhouse meals and after-church Sunday
dinners are part of the food culture of Kansas. Smoked brisket , pork shoulder, short ribs , hot
wings are served with sides like macaroni and cheese , mashed potatoes, string beans ,
jalapeno poppers and cheesy potatoes and some places still offer whole hog barbecue. Classic
comfort foods like fried chicken and chicken fried steak are standard diner fare. Other offerings
include pastor , carnitas , carne asada , pork rind and tinga. Pies include cherry pie, coconut
meringue and coconut cream pie. Bierock is a stuffed yeast bread filled with sausage, ground
beef, cabbage and onion that was introduced by Volga Germans. As of November , Kansas still
has 29 dry counties and only 17 counties have passed liquor-by-the-drink without a food sales
requirement. Michigan is a large producer of asparagus , a vegetable crop widespread in Spring.
Western and northern Michigan are notable in the production of apples, blueberries, and
cherries. The Northwestern region of Michigan's Lower Peninsula accounts for approximately
75 percent of the U. Fruit salsas are also popular with cherry salsa being especially prominent.
Michigan's wine and beer industries are substantial in the region. The Traverse City area is a
popular destination to visit wineries and the state makes many varieties of wine, such as
Rieslings, ice wines, and fruit wines. Micro-breweries continue to blossom creating a wide
range of unique beers. Bell's , another large Michigan craft brewery is located further south in
Kalamazoo. Vernor's ginger ale and Faygo pop also originate in Michigan. Vernor's ginger ale is
often used as a home remedy for an upset stomach. Little Caesars also originates from
Michigan. Coney Islands, a type of diner originating with Greek immigrants in Detroit, are fairly
common throughout the state. Cheese may be added as well and variations are found
throughout the state, with each city claiming theirs is the best. These diners usually also have
gyros served with cucumber or honey mustard sauce, as well as hamburgers, sandwiches,
breakfast and dinner entrees. Most Coney Islands are open 24 hours and also a popular place to
get a late or early coffee. Pierogis , goulash , and Polish style sausage are common specialties
in many restaurants. Fish fries are common on Fridays and during Lent. Fish fries are usually
set up buffet style typically consisting of items including rolls, potatoes typically in the form of
french fries and mashed , salad, coleslaw, apple sauce, deep fried fish and sometimes fried
shrimp and baked fish. Fish is generally popular throughout the state due to the state's location
on four of the Great Lakes. Trout , walleye , perch and catfish are common. Whitefish is a
regional specialty usually offered along the coast, with smoked whitefish and whitefish dip
being noteworthy. Cornish immigrant miners introduced the pasty to Michigan's Upper
Peninsula U. Fudge is commonly sold in tourist areas, with Mackinac Island being most famous
for its fudge, traditionally chocolate, but there is a wide variety of flavors from mint to maple
and may include nuts, fruit, or other candy pieces. Letters and household accounts of
Minnesota residents give details of midth century frontier cuisine. In the s supplies couldn't
keep pace with settlement, though steamboats regularly brought in sugar-cured hams, oysters,
herring , sardines, alcohol, salt pork and other supplies. In those days a full multi-course meal
served for a special occasions might begin with a soup like mock turtle or calf's head , followed
by a choice of local fish and the so-called "boiled dishes" like chicken with egg sauce , ham or
corned beef. Entrees like blanquette of veal with capers, breaded veal cutlets with fried
potatoes, fricasse chicken with oysters were followed by assorted roast meats served with
cranberry sauce. Other desserts included ladyfingers , sponge cake, macaroons , brandy jellies
, blancmange , jelly puffs and wafer jumbles. In northern Minnesota, along the North Shore of
Lake Superior , commercial fishing has been practiced for generations. Battered and deep-fried
is a popular preparation for walleye, as is grilling. Many restaurants feature walleye on their
Friday night fish fry. Walleye, trout, herring, crappie , lutefisk, wild rice , raspberry , blueberry
and strawberry are preferred ingredients in Minnesotan cuisine. Typical sides include mashed

potatoes, pickles, jello salad , locally grown boiled new potatoes seasoned with fresh herbs or
horseradish , baked beans , and vegetables like sweet corn on the cob, or buttered peas, carrots
and green beans. Preferred to rice or pasta, potatoes are often served alongside buttered rolls
and homemade strawberry jam. Scandinavian cuisine has had a significant impact on the
cuisine of Minnesota. Among the state's most iconic dishes are lefse and lutefisk , brought to
the state by Scandinavian immigrants. Lefse is a Norwegian flatbread made from flour,
potatoes, cream and butter, and in Minnesota it is commonly prepared for Christmas dinner.
Scandinavian rice pudding is also served during the holidays. Arriving in the 19th century,
immigrants from Eastern Europe opened delicatessens , bakeries and restaurants, and
introduced dishes like varenyky , krakowski , poppy seed roll , kluski , kolaches and stuffed
cabbage rolls to the Midwest. Minnesota is known for its church potlucks , where hotdish is
often served. Hotdish is any of a variety of casserole dishes, which are popular throughout the
United States, although the term "hotdish" is used mainly in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
Dakota, and South Dakota. Dessert bars are the second of the two essentials for potlucks in
Minnesota. The Iron Range region in Upper Minnesota is known for Cornish pasties , a meat and
vegetable filled pastry that was brought to Minnesota by mine workers. The pasties were an
easy lunch for those working deep in the iron mines though the local variations diverged from
the original Cornish recipe. Served during the Easter and Christmas seasons, potica is still very
popular in northern Minnesota. The state is a productive area for chicken, dairy and turkey
farms and crops such as corn, soybeans, and sugar beets and as such, eggs and meat along
with potatoes and vegetables are mainstay foods. Recipes using local wild game such as bison
, deer , elk [84] or moose [85] are also common. Elk and moose are both very lean meats that are
high in protein. With their very low fat content they are generally marinated and roasted or
slow-cooked to prevent the meat from becoming too dry and to improve texture. Several apple
varieties including the Honeycrisp apple , Zestars , Haralson , Snowsweet, Frostbite and
SweeTango were developed in Minnesota with contributions from the University of Minnesota.
Food selections served at the annual Minnesota State Fair could include watermelon pickles,
baked beans, hot dogs, buffalo burgers, deep-fried cheese curds, glazed ham and homemade
apple pie. In Missouri , much of the cuisine is influenced by the various regions of the state. The
Ozarks you will find that Country Ham, Fried Chicken, Catfish, and Frog Legs are popular entree
choices served with fried potatoes, baked beans and biscuits. Barbecue, mainly pork and beef,
is popular in both St. Louis and Kansas City, as well as in much of the southern half of the state.
In Southern Missouri, sweet tea is commonly available at restaurants; while in Northern
Missouri most citizens prefer unsweetened tea. Missourians also love their beer and bacon with
many businesses that specialize in production of those Missouri staples. Louis features,
toasted ravioli , St. Louis-style pizza , and gooey butter cake. Kansas City is known for their K.
Style Sauced Burnt Ends. Another region is the "Missouri Rhineland" along the valley of the
Missouri River is known for its wineries. Missourians love their regional wines and often eat
summer sausage, cheese, and crackers while enjoying. Fishing is a popular sport throughout
the state, and "Fish Fry s " are popular social events. Fried potatoes, morel mushrooms when in
season , and onion rings are commonly fried as well at these social gatherings. For Breakfast
Missourians love their bacon, country ham, and breakfast sausage as their breakfast meats
served with eggs, hash browns, and toast or biscuits. Biscuits and Gravy, Pancakes, and
Breakfast Casseroles are also some favorites. A significant population of Germans from Russia
settled in Nebraska, leading to one of the state's most iconic dishes, the Runza sandwich. Large
numbers of Czech immigrants, particularly to southeastern Nebraska, influenced the culture
and cuisine of the area. Nebraska is also known as the "Cornhusker State" in reference to the
abundance of corn grown in the state. Corn is a common fixture of late-summer and autumnal
meals in Nebraska in dishes such as corn souffle, corn chowder , cornbread , and corn on the
cob. Early pioneers relied heavily on corn and cornmeal in everything from breads, cornbread,
corn mush rolls ; to soups, corn soup, Indian meal mush ; and desserts, green corn pudding,
popcorn pudding, sweet corn cake. It went on to become a regional favorite. Cuisine in North
Dakota has been heavily influenced by both Norwegians and Germans from Russia , ethnic
groups which have historically accounted for a large portion of North Dakota's population.
Norwegian influences in the state include lefse , lutefisk , krumkake , and rosettes. Much of the
Norwegian-influenced cuisine is also common in Minnesota and other states where Norwegians
and their descendants live d , although Norwegian influence may be the greater in North Dakota
than any other state, as Norwegians played a large role in settling the area, and nearly one-third
of North Dakotans claim Norwegian ancestry. Norwegian ancestry was historically more
widespread throughout the northern half and eastern third of North Dakota, and therefore plays
a stronger role in local cuisine in those parts of the state. German-Russian cuisine is primarily
influenced by that of the Schwarzmeerdeutsche, or Black Sea Germans, that heavily populated

south-central and southwestern North Dakota an area known as the German-Russian Triangle ,
as well as areas of South Dakota. While large numbers of Wolgadeutsche, Germans from Russia
who lived near the Volga River in Russia several hundred miles away from the Black Sea , also
settled in the United States, they did not settle in large numbers in the Dakotas. Popular
German-Russian cuisine includes kuchen , a thin, cheesecake-like custard pastry often filled
with fruit such as cherries, apricot, prunes, and sometimes cottage cheese. Fleischkuekle or
fleischkuechle is a popular meat-filled thin flatbread that is deep-fried and served hot. Another
German-Russian specialty in the area is knoephla , a dumpling soup that almost always
includes potatoes, and to a lesser extent, celery. Buckeye candy is a confection popular in the
state of Ohio is the local variation of a peanut butter cup known as a ' Buckeye '. Coated in
chocolate, with a partially exposed center of peanut butter fudge, in appearance the candy
resembles the chestnut that grows on the state tree, commonly known as the Buckeye.
Cincinnati-style chili is a Greek-inspired meat sauce, ground beef seasoned with cinnamon,
nutmeg, allspice, cloves, bay leaf, cumin, chili powder, and in some home recipes, chocolate ,
used as a topping for spaghetti or hot dogs. Additionally, red beans, chopped onions, and
shredded cheese are offered as extra toppings referred to as "ways. A popular snack food in
Ohio are Sauerkraut Balls, a meatball-sized fritter containing sauerkraut and some combination
of ham, bacon, and pork. The recipe was invented in the late s by two brothers, Max and Roman
Gruber for their five star restaurant, Gruber's, located in Shaker Heights, Ohio. These were a
derivative of the various ethnic cultures of Northeast Ohio , which includes Akron and Greater
Cleveland. An annual Sauerkraut Festival is held in Waynesville, Ohio. Clam bakes are very
popular in Northeast Ohio. The region, which was originally part of the Connecticut Western
Reserve , was initially settled by people from Connecticut and other New England states. A
typical Northeast Ohio clam bake typically includes clams, chicken, sweet potatoes, corn, and
other side dishes. Unlike in New England, seaweed is not used and the clams, chicken, and
sweet potatoes are all steamed together in a large pot. Barberton, Ohio , part of the greater
Akron area, is a small industrial city and home of Barberton Chicken , a dish of chicken deep
fried in lard that was created by Serbian immigrants. It is usually accompanied by a hot rice
dish, vinegar coleslaw and french fries. South Dakota very similar to most other Midwest states
had heavy influences from German and Russian immigrants. While culinary its influences do
not align with its ancestral history, South Dakota still has a rich culinary presence. One of the
most notable dishes being Rocky Mountain oysters , a dish made from bull testicles. Another
notable dish that is very prevalent is known as a Bierock , which is similar to other meat pie
dishes of Central and Eastern Europe. Another thing prevalent in South Dakota are desserts,
several of which pull from their European influencers. Kuchen , originating from Germany, has
found a home amongst South Dakotans. Another dish, this one being more tied with the Native
Americans, is Wojapi which is a berry sauce from the Lakota tribes. Wisconsin is "America's
Dairyland," and is home to numerous frozen custard stands, particularly around Milwaukee and
along the Lake Michigan corridor. The state also has a special relationship with Blue Moon ice
cream , being one of the only places the flavor can be found. While the flavor's origins are not
well documented, it was most likely developed by flavor chemist Bill "Doc" Sidon of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The state is also well known as a home to many cheesemakers. Arguably the most
universal Wisconsin dessert would be the cream puff, a type of profiterole that is a famous treat
at the Wisconsin State Fair. The southeastern Wisconsin city of Racine is known for its Danish
kringle , a sweet flaky pastry often served as a dessert. The Friday night fish fry , often battered
and fried perch or walleye , is traditional throughout Wisconsin , while in northeast Wisconsin
along Lake Michigan , the Door County fish boil holds sway. Besides its " Cheesehead " status,
Wisconsin has a reputation for alcohol consumption. Common traits of "drinking culture" are
embedded in Wisconsin traditions, from festivals and holidays to everyday life. Many large
breweries were founded in Wisconsin, largely in Milwaukee, which gained the epithet "Brew
City" before the turn of the century: Miller, Pabst, Schlitz all from and originally based in
Milwaukee and Leinenkugel all began as local favorites before entering the national and
international markets. The origins of this dish are disputed, but the Wisconsin origin contends
that the word is a vernacular Flemish or Walloon Belgian spelling of the French word bouillon ,
in this context meaning "broth. Wisconsin cuisine also features a large amount of sausage, or
wurst German for "sausage". The state is also a major producer and consumer of summer
sausage , as well as the nation's top producer and consumer of brats. Dark ales have been
consumed in America since colonial times, while light-colored German lager was a midth
century arrival. The beer hall did not become established in the United States until the arrival of
German immigrants in the midth century. Taverns were generally seen as dark places with an
exclusively male clientele. The beer hall, on the other hand, was in German culture views as a
place where working-class families drank and ate together in groups at large tables. It was well

lit and served traditional fare like sausages, sauerbraten, rollmops , sauerkraut and pickled
herring. Beer halls continued in the Midwest after Prohibition. The popularity of Midwestern fast
food like the iconic pizza and burgers started as a rejection of the drive-in model. Cities like New
York did not want fast food to compete with local establishments but the expansion of suburbs
in the s allowed fast food franchises to grow into these areas that lacked restaurants. The
growth of these franchises was bolstered by the development of interstate roads through the
Midwest. The origin of " fast food " is uncertain, but one possibility is a hamburger stand that
founded by Walter Anderson in Wichita, Kansas. Known today as White Castle , the fast food
chain began to spread throughout the Midwest, offering a simple menu with hamburgers,
Coca-Cola and coffee. By the s White Castle had become a nationally-recognized chain, and
until the s White Castle style architecture was standard for fast food hamburger outlets
throughout the United States. Several restaurant chains have roots in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area including Famous Dave's , [] the defunct Chi-Chi's and Buca di Beppo , which was started
out of a small Minneapolis basement in Portillo's Restaurants is another Midwestern fast food
chain known for its hot dogs. The chain is based mostly in Missouri, with locations in Kansas
and Illinois. Wisconsin chain Culver's is known for its frozen custard and root beer. Pizzerias
serving deep dish pizza include Gino's East , Giordano's Pizzeria and Buddy's Pizza , though
the latter only has stores in Michigan. These dishes, while not all exclusive to the Midwest, are
typical of Midwestern foods. Although many foods are shared with other U. From Wikipedia, the
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midwestern United States , often referred to simply as the Midwest , is one of four census
regions of the United States Census Bureau also known as "Region 2". The region generally lies
on the broad Interior Plain between the states occupying the Appalachian Mountain Range and
the states occupying the Rocky Mountain range. The Midwest is divided by the Census Bureau
into two divisions. Chicago is the most populous city in the American Midwest and the third
most populous in the entire country. Paul , St. Other large metropolitan areas include Metro
Detroit , Minneapolisâ€”St. Paul , Greater St. The term West was applied to the region in the
early years of the country. In the early 19th century, anything west of Appalachia was
considered the West; over time that moved to west of the Mississippi. The upper-Mississippi
watershed including the Missouri and Illinois Rivers was the setting for the earlier French
settlements of the Illinois Country [6] and the Ohio Country. The Northwest Territory was one of
the earliest territories of the United States, stretching northwest from the Ohio River to northern
Minnesota and the upper-Mississippi. Because the Northwest Territory lay between the East
Coast and the then-far-West, the states carved out of it were called the Northwest. Another term
sometimes applied to the same general region is the heartland. Economically the region is
balanced between heavy industry and agriculture large sections of this land area make up the
United States' Corn Belt , with finance and services such as medicine and education becoming
increasingly important. Its central location makes it a transportation crossroads for river boats,
railroads, autos, trucks, and airplanes. Politically, the region swings back and forth between the
parties, and thus is heavily contested and often decisive in elections. After the sociological
study Middletown , which was based on Muncie, Indiana , [10] commentators used Midwestern
cities and the Midwest generally as "typical" of the nation. Earlier, the rhetorical question, " Will
it play in Peoria? The first recorded use of the term Midwestern to refer to a region of the central
U. A variant term, Middle West, has been used since the 19th century and remains relatively
common. Traditional definitions of the Midwest include the Northwest Ordinance Old Northwest
states and many states that were part of the Louisiana Purchase. The Ohio River runs along the
southeastern section while the Mississippi River runs north to south near the center. Many of
the Louisiana Purchase states in the west-north central United States, are also known as the
Great Plains states, where the Missouri River is a major waterway joining with the Mississippi.
The Midwest Region is defined by the U. Census Bureau as these 12 states: [3]. Various
organizations define the Midwest with slightly different groups of states. For example, the
Council of State Governments , an organization for communication and coordination among
state governments, includes in its Midwest regional office eleven states from the above list,
omitting Missouri, which is in the CSG South region. The vast central area of the U. Most of its
eastern two-thirds form the Interior Lowlands. Most of the Great Plains area is now farmed.
While these states are for the most part relatively flat, consisting either of plains or of rolling
and small hills, there is a measure of geographical variation. In particular, the following areas
exhibit a high degree of topographical variety: the eastern Midwest near the foothills of the
Appalachian Mountains ; the Great Lakes Basin ; the heavily glaciated uplands of the North
Shore of Lake Superior in Minnesota, part of the ruggedly volcanic Canadian Shield ; the Ozark
Mountains of southern Missouri; and the deeply eroded Driftless Area of southwest Wisconsin,
southeast Minnesota, northeast Iowa, and northwest Illinois. Proceeding westward, the
Appalachian Plateau topography gradually gives way to gently rolling hills and then in central
Ohio to flat lands converted principally to farms and urban areas. This is the beginning of the
vast Interior Plains of North America. As a result, prairies cover most of the Great Plains states.
Iowa and much of Illinois lie within an area called the prairie peninsula , an eastward extension
of prairies that borders conifer and mixed forests to the north, and hardwood deciduous forests
to the east and south. Missouri and Arkansas have regions of Lowlands elevations, contrasting
with their Ozark region within the Interior Highlands. Eastern Ohio's hills are an extension of the
Appalachian Plateau. These rivers have for tens of millions of years been eroding downward
into the mostly horizontal sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic , Mesozoic , and Cenozoic ages.
Rainfall decreases from east to west, resulting in different types of prairies, with the tallgrass
prairie in the wetter eastern region, mixed-grass prairie in the central Great Plains , and
shortgrass prairie towards the rain shadow of the Rockies. Much of the coniferous forests of the
Upper Midwest were clear-cut in the late 19th century, and mixed hardwood forests have
become a major component of the new woodlands since then. The majority of the Midwest can
now be categorized as urbanized areas or pastoral agricultural areas. Archaeological evidence

indicates that Mississippian culture traits probably began in the St. Louis, Missouri area and
spread northwest along the Mississippi and Illinois rivers and entered the state along the
Kankakee River system. Mississippian peoples in the Midwest were mostly farmers who
followed the rich, flat floodplains of Midwestern rivers. They brought with them a well-developed
agricultural complex based on three major cropsâ€” maize , beans , and squash. Maize, or corn,
was the primary crop of Mississippian farmers. They gathered a wide variety of seeds, nuts, and
berries, and fished and hunted for fowl to supplement their diets. With such an intensive form of
agriculture , this culture supported large populations. The Mississippi period was characterized
by a mound-building culture. The Mississippians suffered a tremendous population decline
about , coinciding with the global climate change of the Little Ice Age. Their culture effectively
ended before Most numerous were the Huron and Ho-Chunk. Fighting and battle were often
launched between tribes, with the losers forced to flee. Most are of the Algonquian language
family. Some tribesâ€”such as the Stockbridge-Munsee and the Brothertown â€”are also
Algonkian-speaking tribes who relocated from the eastern seaboard to the Great Lakes region
in the 19th century. In the 16th century, American Indians used projectiles and tools of stone,
bone, and wood to hunt and farm. They made canoes for fishing. Most of them lived in oval or
conical wigwams that could be easily moved away. Various tribes had different ways of living.
The Ojibwas were primarily hunters and fishing was also important in the Ojibwas economy.
Other tribes such as Sac, Fox, and Miami, both hunted and farmed. They were oriented toward
the open prairies where they engaged in communal hunts for buffalo bison. In the northern
forests, the Ottawas and Potawatomis separated into small family groups for hunting. The
Winnebagos and Menominees used both hunting methods interchangeably and built up
widespread trade networks extending as far west as the Rockies, north to the Great Lakes,
south to the Gulf of Mexico , and east to the Atlantic Ocean. The Hurons reckoned descent
through the female line, while the others favored the patrilineal method. All tribes were
governed under chiefdoms or complex chiefdoms. For example, Hurons were divided into
matrilineal clans, each represented by a chief in the town council, where they met with a town
chief on civic matters. But Chippewa people's social and political life was simpler than that of
settled tribes. The religious beliefs varied among tribes. Hurons believed in Yoscaha , a
supernatural being who lived in the sky and was believed to have created the world and the
Huron people. At death, Hurons thought the soul left the body to live in a village in the sky.
Chippewas were a deeply religious people who believed in the Great Spirit. They worshiped the
Great Spirit through all their seasonal activities, and viewed religion as a private matter: Each
person's relation with his personal guardian spirit was part of his thinking every day of life.
Ottawa and Potawatomi people had very similar religious beliefs to those of the Chippewas. In
the Ohio River Valley, the dominant food supply was not hunting but agriculture. There were
orchards and fields of crops that were maintained by indigenous women. Corn was their most
important crop. The Plains Indians are the indigenous peoples who live on the plains and rolling
hills of the Great Plains of North America. Their colorful equestrian culture and famous conflicts
with settlers and the US Army have made the Plains Indians archetypical in literature and art for
American Indians everywhere. Plains Indians are usually divided into two broad classifications,
with some degree of overlap. The first group were fully nomadic, following the vast herds of
buffalo. Some tribes occasionally engaged in agriculture, growing tobacco and corn primarily.
The second group of Plains Indians sometimes referred to as Prairie Indians were the
semi-sedentary tribes who, in addition to hunting buffalo, lived in villages and raised crops. The
nomadic tribes of the Great Plains survived on hunting , some of their major hunts centered on
deer and buffalo. Some tribes are described as part of the 'Buffalo Culture' sometimes called,
for the American Bison. Although the Plains Indians hunted other animals, such as elk or
antelope , bison was their primary game food source. Bison flesh, hide, and bones from Bison
hunting provided the chief source of raw materials for items that Plains Indians made, including
food, cups, decorations, crafting tools, knives, and clothing. The tribes followed the bison's
seasonal grazing and migration. The Plains Indians lived in teepees because they were easily
disassembled and allowed the nomadic life of following game. When Spanish horses were
obtained, the Plains tribes rapidly integrated them into their daily lives. By the early 18th
century, many tribes had fully adopted a horse culture. Before their adoption of guns, the Plains
Indians hunted with spears , bows , and bows and arrows , and various forms of clubs. The use
of horses by the Plains Indians made hunting and warfare much easier. Among the most
powerful and dominant tribes were the Dakota or Sioux , who occupied large amounts of
territory in the Great Plains of the Midwest. The area of the Great Sioux Nation spread
throughout the South and Midwest, up into the areas of Minnesota and stretching out west into
the Rocky Mountains. At the same time, they occupied the heart of prime buffalo range, and
also an excellent region for furs they could sell to French and American traders for goods such

as guns. The Sioux Dakota became the most powerful of the Plains tribes and the greatest
threat to American expansion. The Sioux comprise three major divisions based on Siouan
dialect and subculture: [ citation needed ]. Today, the Sioux maintain many separate tribal
governments scattered across several reservations, communities, and reserves in the Dakotas,
Nebraska, Minnesota, and Montana in the United States, as well as Manitoba and southern
Saskatchewan in Canada. White defines the middle ground like so:. The middle ground is the
place in between cultures, peoples, and in between empires and the non state world of villages.
It is a place where many of the North American subjects and allies of empires lived. It is the area
between the historical foreground of European invasion and occupation and the background of
Indian defeat and retreat. White specifically designates "the lands bordering the rivers flowing
into the northern Great Lakes and the lands south of the lakes to the Ohio" as the location of
the middle ground. The middle ground was formed on the foundations of mutual
accommodation and common meanings established between the French and the Indians that
then transformed and degraded as both were steadily lost as the French ceded their influence in
the region in the aftermath of their defeat in the Seven Years' War and the Louisiana Purchase.
European settlement of the area began in the 17th century following French exploration of the
region and became known as New France. The French period began with the exploration of the
Saint Lawrence River by Jacques Cartier in and ending with their cessation of the majority of
their holdings in North America to Great Britain in the Treaty of Paris. They traveled through
Michigan's upper peninsula to the northern tip of Lake Michigan. On canoes, they crossed the
massive lake and landed at present-day Green Bay , Wisconsin. They entered the Mississippi
River on June 17, Marquette and Jolliet soon realized that the Mississippi could not possibly be
the Northwest Passage because it flowed south. Nevertheless, the journey continued. They
recorded much of the wildlife they encountered. They turned around at the junction of the
Mississippi River and Arkansas River and headed back. Marquette and Jolliet were the first to
map the northern portion of the Mississippi River. They confirmed that it was easy to travel from
the St. Lawrence River through the Great Lakes all the way to the Gulf of Mexico by water, that
the native peoples who lived along the route were generally friendly, and that the natural
resources of the lands in between were extraordinary. New France officials led by LaSalle
followed up and erected a 4,mile network of fur trading posts. The fur trade was an integral part
of early European and Indian relations. It was the foundation upon which their interactions were
built and was a system that would evolve over time. Goods often traded included guns,
clothing, blankets, strouds, cloth, tobacco, silver, and alcohol. The French and Indian exchange
of goods was called an exchange of gifts rather than a trade. These gifts held greater meaning
to the relationship between the two than a simple economic exchange because the trade itself
was inseparable from the social relations it fostered and the alliance it created. The French,
regarded as the metaphoric father, were expected to provide for the needs of the Algonquians
and, in return, the Algonquians, the metaphoric children, would be obligated to assist and obey
them. Traders coming into Indian villages facilitated this system of symbolic exchange to
establish or maintain alliances and friendships. Marriage also became an important aspect of
the trade in both the Ohio River valley and the French pays d'en haut with the temporary closing
of the French fur trade from to and beyond. England entered the Ohio country as a serious
competitor to the French in the fur trade around the s. The British attempted to establish a more
assertive relationship with the Indians of the pays d'en haut , eliminating the practise of gift
giving which they now saw as unnecessary. This would eventually culminate in Pontiac's
Rebellion during While French control ended in after their defeat in the Seven Years' War, most
of the several hundred French settlers in small villages along the Mississippi River and its
tributaries remained, and were not disturbed by the new British administration. Louis and Ste.
Genevieve in Missouri were the main towns, but there was little new settlement. Napoleon had
lost interest in re-establishing a French colonial empire in North America following the Haitian
Revolution and together with the fact that France could not effectively defend Louisiana from a
possible British attack, he sold the territory to the United States in the Louisiana Purchase of
Meanwhile, the British maintained forts and trading posts in U. Fort Pitt now Pittsburgh at the
source of the Ohio River became the main base for settlers moving into the Midwest. Marietta,
Ohio in became the first settlement in Ohio, but not until the defeat of Native American tribes at
the Battle of Fallen Timbers in was large-scale settlement possible. Large numbers also came
north from Kentucky into southern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. The region's fertile soil produced
corn and vegetables; most farmers were self-sufficient. They cut trees and claimed the land,
then sold it to newcomers and then moved further west to repeat the process. Illegal settlers,
called squatters, had been encroaching on the lands now the Midwest for years before the
founding of the United States of America, pushing further and further down the Ohio River
during the s and s and inciting conflict and competition with the Native Americans whose lands

they intruded on every step of the way. When the American Revolution concluded and the
formation of the United States of America began, the American government sought to evict
these illegal settlers from areas that were now federally owned public lands. A number of means
facilitated the legal settlement of the territories in the Midwest: land speculation , federal public
land auctions , bounty land grants in lieu of pay to military veterans, and, later, preemption
rights for squatters. In , General Arthur St. Clair became commander of the United States Army
and led a punitive expedition with two Regular Army regiments and some militia. Near
modern-day Fort Recovery , his force advanced to the location of Native American settlements
near the headwaters of the Wabash River , but on November 4 they were routed in battle by a
tribal confederation led by Miami Chief Little Turtle and Shawnee chief Blue Jacket. More than
soldiers and scores of women and children were killed in the battle, which has since borne the
name " St. Clair's Defeat ". It remains the greatest defeat of a U. Army by Native Americans. The
British demanded the establishment of a Native American barrier state at the Treaty of Ghent
which ended the War of , but American negotiators rejected the idea because Britain had lost
control of the region in the Battle of Lake Erie and the Battle of the Thames in , where Tecumseh
was killed by U. The British then abandoned their Native American allies south of the lakes. The
Native Americans ended being the main losers in the War of The Lewis and Clark Expedition
established relations with more than two dozen indigenous nations west of the Missouri River.
Louis in the spring of Yankee settlers from New England started arriving in Ohio before , and
spread throughout the northern half of the Midwest. Most of them started as farmers, but later
the larger proportion moved to towns and cities as entrepreneurs, businessmen, and urban
professionals. Since its beginnings in the s, Chicago has grown to dominate the Midwestern
metropolis landscape for over a century. Because they arrived first and had a strong sense of
community and mission, Yankees were able to transplant New England institutions, values, and
mores, altered only by the conditions of frontier life. They established a public culture that
emphasized the work ethic, the sanctity of private property, individual responsibility, faith in
residential and social mobility, practicality, piety, public order and decorum, reverence for
public education, activists, honest, and frugal government, town meeting democracy, and he
believed that there was a public interest that transcends particular and stick ambitions.
Regarding themselves as the elect and just in a world rife with sin, air, and corruption, they felt
a strong moral obligation to define and enforce standards of community and personal behavior
Midwestern politics pitted Yankees against the German Catholics and Lutherans, who were
often led by the Irish Catholics. These large groups, Buenker argues:. Generally subscribed to
the work ethic, a strong sense of community, and activist government, but were less committed
to economic individualism and privatism and ferociously opposed to government supervision of
the personal habits. Southern and eastern European immigrants generally leaned more toward
the Germanic view of things, while modernization, industrialization, and urbanization modified
nearly everyone's sense of individual economic responsibility and put a premium on
organization, political involvement, and education. Three waterways have been important to the
development of the Midwest. The first and foremost was the Ohio River , which flowed into the
Mississippi River. Development of the region was halted until by Spain's control of the southern
part of the Mississippi and its refusal to allow the shipment of American crops down the river
and into the Atlantic Ocean. The second waterway is the network of routes within the Great
Lakes. The opening of the Erie Canal in completed an all-water shipping route, more direct than
the Mississippi, to New York and the seaport of New York City. Lakeport and river cities grew up
to handle these new shipping routes. During the Industrial Revolution , the lakes became a
conduit for iron ore from the Mesabi Range of Minnesota to steel mills in the Mid-Atlantic States.
The third waterway, the Missouri River , extended water travel from the Mississippi almost to the
Rocky Mountains. His stories became staples of Midwestern lore. Twain's hometown of
Hannibal, Missouri , is a tourist attraction offering a glimpse into the Midwest of his time. Inland
canals in Ohio and Indiana constituted another important waterway, which connected with Great
Lakes and Ohio River traffic. During the midth century, the region got its first railroads, and the
railroad junction in Chicago became the world's largest. During the century, Chicago became
the nation's railroad center. By , over 20 railroads operated passenger service out of six
different downtown terminals. In the period from to , many Midwestern cities were connected by
electric interurban railroads, similar to streetcars. The Midwest had more interurbans than any
other region. These two states alone had almost a third of the country's interurban trackage.
During the s decade , the city's 38 percent growth in population was attributed largely to the
interurban. Competition with automobiles and buses undermined the interurban and other
railroad passenger business. By , Detroit was the world center of the auto industry, and soon
practically every city within miles was producing auto parts that fed into its giant factories.
Ford's manufacturingâ€”and those of automotive pioneers William C. Durant , the Dodge

brothers, Packard , and Walter Chrysler â€”established Detroit's status in the early 20th century
as the world's automotive capital. The proliferation of businesses created a synergy that also
encouraged truck manufacturers such as Rapid and Grabowsky. The growth of the auto
industry was reflected by changes in businesses throughout the Midwest and nation, with the
development of garages to service vehicles and gas stations, as well as factories for parts and
tires. The Northwest Ordinance region, comprising the heart of the Midwest, was the first large
region of the United States that prohibited slavery the Northeastern United States emancipated
slaves in the s. The Midwest, particularly Ohio, provided the primary routes for the Underground
Railroad , whereby Midwesterners assisted slaves to freedom from their crossing of the Ohio
River through their departure on Lake Erie to Canada. Created in the early 19th century, the
Underground Railroad was at its height between and One estimate suggests that by , , slaves
had escaped via the Underground Railroad. The Underground Railroad consisted of meeting
points, secret routes, transportation, and safe houses and assistance provided by abolitionist
sympathizers. Individuals were often organized in small, independent groups; this helped to
maintain secrecy because individuals knew some connecting "stations" along the route, but
knew few details of their immediate area. Escaped slaves would move north along the route
from one way station to the next. Although the fugitives sometimes traveled on boat or train,
they usually traveled on foot or by wagon. The region was shaped by the relative absence of
slavery except for Missouri , pioneer settlement, education in one-room free public schools ,
democratic notions brought by American Revolutionary War veterans, Protestant faiths and
experimentation, and agricultural wealth transported on the Ohio River riverboats , flatboats ,
canal boats , and railroads. The first violent conflicts leading up to the Civil War occurred
between two neighboring Midwestern states, Kansas and Missouri, involving anti-slavery
Free-Staters and pro-slavery " Border Ruffian " elements, that took place in the Kansas Territory
and the western frontier towns of Missouri roughly between and At the heart of the conflict was
the question of whether Kansas would enter the Union as a free state or slave state. As such,
Bleeding Kansas was a proxy war between Northerners and Southerners over the issue of
slavery. The Act created the territories of Kansas and Nebraska, opened new lands that would
help settlement in them, repealed the Missouri Compromise , and allowed settlers in those
territories to determine through popular sovereignty whether to allow slavery within their
boundaries. It was hoped the Act would ease relations between the North and the South,
because the South could expand slavery to new territories, but the North still had the right to
abolish slavery in its states. Instead, opponents denounced the law as a concession to the slave
power of the South. The new Republican Party , born in the Midwest Ripon, Wisconsin , and
created in opposition to the Act, aimed to stop the expansion of slavery, and soon emerged as
the dominant force throughout the North. An ostensibly democratic idea, popular sovereignty
stated that the inhabitants of each territory or state should decide whether it would be a free or
slave state; however, this resulted in immigration en masse to Kansas by activists from both
sides. At one point, Kansas had two separate governments, each with its own constitution,
although only one was federally recognized. On January 29, , Kansas was admitted to the Union
as a free state, less than three months before the Battle of Fort Sumter officially began the Civil
War. The calm in Kansas was shattered in May by two events that are often regarded as the
opening shots of the Civil War. A few days later, the Sacking of Lawrence led abolitionist John
Brown and six of his followers to execute five men along the Pottawatomie Creek in Franklin
County, Kansas , in retaliation. The U. Geary, managed to prevail upon the Missourians to return
home in late A fragile peace followed, but violent outbreaks continued intermittently for several
more years. National reaction to the events in Kansas demonstrated how deeply divided the
country had become. The Border Ruffians were widely applauded in the South, even though
their actions had cost the lives of numerous people. In the North, the murders committed by
Brown and his followers were ignored by most, and lauded by a few. The civil conflict in Kansas
was a product of the political fight over slavery. Federal troops were not used to decide a
political question, but they were used by successive territorial governors to pacify the territory
so that the political question of slavery in Kansas could finally be decided by peaceful, legal,
and political means. The election of Abraham Lincoln in November was the final trigger for
secession by the Southern states. Southern leaders feared that Lincoln would stop the
expansion of slavery and put it on a course toward extinction. All of the Midwestern states but
one, Missouri, banned slavery. Though most battles were fought in the South, skirmishes
between Kansas and Missouri continued until culmination with the Lawrence Massacre on
August 21, Quantrill's band of Missouri guerrillas raided and plundered Lawrence, killing more
than and burning all the business buildings and most of the dwellings. Pursued by federal
troops, the band escaped to Missouri. Lawrence was targeted because of the town's long-time
support of abolition and its reputation as a center for Redlegs and Jayhawkers , which were

free-state militia and vigilante groups known for attacking and families in Missouri's pro-slavery
western counties. Poles , Hungarians , and Jews settled in Midwestern cities. The Midwest was
no exception, dotted with small farms all across the region. The late 19th century saw
industrialization , immigration , and urbanization that fed the Industrial Revolution , and the
heart of industrial domination and innovation was in the Great Lakes states of the Midwest,
which only began its slow decline by the late 20th century. A flourishing economy brought
residents from rural communities and immigrants from abroad. Manufacturing and retail and
finance sectors became dominant, influencing the American economy. In addition to
manufacturing, printing, publishing, and food processing also play major roles in the Midwest's
largest economy. Chicago was the base of commercial operations for industrialists John Crerar
, John Whitfield Bunn , Richard Teller Crane , Marshall Field , John Farwell , Julius Rosenwald ,
and many other commercial visionaries who laid the foundation for Midwestern and global
industry. Rockefeller , creator of the Standard Oil Company, made his billions in Cleveland.
Louis, Cleveland, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Detroit, Omaha, Minneapolis, and many
other cities in the Midwest, as factories and schools enticed families by the thousands to new
opportunities. Chicago alone gained hundreds of thousands of black citizens from the Great
Migration and the Second Great Migration. The Gateway Arch monument in St. Louis, clad in
stainless steel and built in the form of a flattened catenary arch , [97] is the tallest man-made
monument in the United States, [98] and the world's tallest arch. Louis and the Midwest. As the
Midwest opened up to settlement via waterways and rail in the mids, Germans began to settle
there in large numbers. The largest flow of German immigration to America occurred between
and World War I, during which time nearly six million Germans immigrated to the United States.
From to , they were the largest group of immigrants. The Midwestern cities of Milwaukee ,
Cincinnati , St. Louis , and Chicago were favored destinations of German immigrants. By , the
populations of the cities of Cleveland , Milwaukee, Hoboken , and Cincinnati were all more than
40 percent German American. Dubuque and Davenport, Iowa , had even larger proportions; in
Omaha , Nebraska, the proportion of German Americans was 57 percent in In many other cities
of the Midwest, such as Fort Wayne, Indiana , German Americans were at least 30 percent of the
population. A favorite destination was Milwaukee, known as "the German Athens". Radical
Germans trained in politics in the old country dominated the city's Socialists. Skilled workers
dominated many crafts, while entrepreneurs created the brewing industry; the most famous
brands included Pabst , Schlitz , Miller , and Blatz. While half of German immigrants settled in
cities, the other half established farms in the Midwest. From Ohio to the Plains states, a heavy
presence persists in rural areas into the 21st century. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries,
German Americans showed a high interest in becoming farmers, and keeping their children and
grandchildren on the land. Western railroads, with large land grants available to attract farmers,
set up agencies in Hamburg and other German cities, promising cheap transportation, and sales
of farmland on easy terms. Agriculture is one of the biggest drivers of local economies in the
Midwest, accounting for billions of dollars worth of exports and thousands of jobs. The area
consists of some of the richest farming land in the world. Wallace , a pioneer of hybrid seeds,
declared in that the Corn Belt developed the "most productive agricultural civilization the world
has ever seen". The very dense soil of the Midwest plagued the first settlers who were using
wooden plows , which were more suitable for loose forest soil. On the prairie, the plows
bounced around and the soil stuck to them. This problem was solved in by an Illinois
blacksmith named John Deere who developed a steel moldboard plow that was stronger and cut
the roots, making the fertile soils of the prairie ready for farming. In cooler regions, wheat was
often the crop of choice when lands were newly settled, leading to a "wheat frontier" that moved
westward over the course of years. Also very common in the antebellum Midwest was farming
corn while raising hogs , complementing each other especially since it was difficult to get grain
to market before the canals and railroads. After the "wheat frontier" had passed through an
area, more diversified farms including dairy and beef cattle generally took its place. This
development was facilitated by the Morrill Act and the Hatch Act of which established in each
state a land-grant university with a mission to teach and study agriculture and a federally
funded system of agricultural experiment stations and cooperative extension networks which
place extension agents in each state. Iowa State University became the nation's first designated
land-grant institution when the Iowa Legislature accepted the provisions of the Morrill Act on
September 11, , making Iowa the first state in the nation to do so. Between and , the United
States' share of world soybean production skyrocketed from 3 percent to In , Iowa produced
The tallgrass prairie has been converted into one of the most intensive crop producing areas in
North America. As an example of this land use intensity, Illinois and Iowa rank 49th and 50th out
of 50 states in total uncultivated land remaining. The Corn Belt is a region of the Midwest where
corn has, since the s, been the predominant crop, replacing the native tall grasses. Iowa

produces the largest corn crop of any state. In , Iowa farmers produced Wheat is produced
throughout the Midwest and is the principal cereal grain in the country. Department of
Agriculture defines eight official classes of wheat: durum wheat, hard red spring wheat, hard
red winter wheat, soft red winter wheat, hard white wheat, soft white wheat, unclassed wheat,
and mixed wheat. Midwestern states also lead the nation in other agricultural commodities,
including pork Iowa , beef and veal Nebraska , dairy Wisconsin , and chicken eggs Iowa.
Chicago was named the fourth most important business center in the world in the MasterCard
Worldwide Centers of Commerce Index. Outside of Chicago, many other Midwest cities are host
to financial centers as well. Navigable terrain, waterways, and ports spurred an unprecedented
construction of transportation infrastructure throughout the region. The region is a global
leader in advanced manufacturing and research and development, with significant innovations
in both production processes and business organization. John D. Rockefeller 's Standard Oil
set precedents for centralized pricing, uniform distribution, and controlled product standards
through Standard Oil, which started as a consolidated refinery in Cleveland. Cyrus McCormick
's Reaper and other manufacturers of agricultural machinery consolidated into International
Harvester in Chicago. Andrew Carnegie 's steel production integrated large-scale open-hearth
and Bessemer processes into the world's most efficient and profitable mills. The largest, most
comprehensive monopoly in the world, United States Steel , consolidated steel production
throughout the region. Many of the world's largest employers began in the Great Lakes region.
Advantages of accessible waterways, highly developed transportation infrastructure, finance,
and a prosperous market base makes the region the global leader in automobile production and
a global business location. Henry Ford 's movable assembly line and integrated production set
the model and standard for major car manufactures. The Detroit area emerged as the world's
automotive center, with facilities throughout the region. Akron, Ohio became the global leader
in rubber production, driven by the demand for tires. Like the rest of the United States, the
Midwest is predominantly Christian. The majority of Midwesterners are Protestants , with rates
from 48 percent in Illinois to 63 percent in Iowa. Judaism and Islam are collectively practiced by
2 percent of the population, with higher concentrations in major urban areas. People with no
religious affiliation make up 22 percent of the Midwest's population. Many Midwestern
universities, both public and private, are members of the Association of American Universities
AAU , a bi-national organization of leading public and private research universities devoted to
maintaining a strong system of academic research and education. Of the 62 members from the
U. Numerous state university systems have established regional campuses statewide. The
numerous state teachers colleges were upgraded into state universities after Local boosters,
usually with a church affiliation, created numerous colleges in the midth century. The heavy
German immigration played a major role in establishing musical traditions, especially choral
and orchestral music. The Southern Diaspora of the 20th century saw more than twenty million
Southerners move throughout the country, many of whom moved into major Midwestern
industrial cities such as Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, and St. Kansas City developed its own jazz
style. The electrified Chicago blues sound exemplifies the genre, as popularized by record
labels Chess and Alligator and portrayed in such films as The Blues Brothers , Godfathers and
Sons , and Adventures in Babysitting. Rock and roll music was first identified as a new genre in
by Cleveland disc jockey Alan Freed who began playing this music style while popularizing the
term "rock and roll" to describe it. Freed's contribution in identifying rock as a new genre
helped establish the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame , located in Cleveland. Chuck Berry , a
Midwesterner from St. Louis, was among the first successful rock and roll artists and influenced
many other rock musicians. These artists achieved their greatest success in the s and s. In the s
and s, native Midwestern musicians such as John Mellencamp and Bob Seger found great
success with a style of rock music that came to be known as heartland rock , which were
characterized by lyrical themes that focused on and appealed to the Midwestern working class.
In the s, the Chicago-based band The Smashing Pumpkins emerged, and went on to become
one of the most successful alternative rock artists of the decade. Also in the s, the Midwest was
at the center of the emerging Midwest emo movement, with bands like The Get Up Kids Missouri
, Cursive Nebraska , and Cap'n Jazz Illinois blending earlier hard-core punk sounds with a more
melodic indie rock sentiment. This hybrid of styles came to be known as Midwest emo. In the
late s, Eminem and Kid Rock emerged from the Detroit area. Eminem went on to become one of
the most commercially successful and critically acclaimed rappers of all time. Meanwhile, Kid
Rock successfully mixed elements of rap, hard rock, heavy metal, country rock, and pop in
forming his own unique sound. Both artists are known for celebrating their Detroit roots. House
Music and Techno both had their roots in Chicago and Detroit respectively in the mid-to-late s.
House music producers such as Frankie Knuckles and Marshall Jefferson recorded early house
music records at Chicago's Trax Records while in Detroit, techno pioneers Juan Atkins , Derrick

May , and Kevin Saunderson created a sound that, while ignored mostly in America, became
quite popular in Europe. Also notable is Peter Schickele , born in Iowa and partially raised in
North Dakota, best known for his classical music parodies attributed to his alter ego of P.
Successful teams include the St. The Milwaukee Mile hosted its first automobile race in , and is
one of the oldest tracks in the world, though as of is presently inactive. The Road America and
Mid-Ohio road courses opened in the s and s respectively. The Kentucky Speedway is just
outside the officially defined Midwest, but is linked with the region because the track is located
in the Cincinnati metropolitan area. Differences in the definition of the Midwest mainly split
between the Great Plains region on one side, and the Great Lakes region on the other. While
some point to the small towns and agricultural communities in Kansas, Iowa, the Dakotas, and
Nebraska of the Great Plains as representative of traditional Midwestern lifestyles and values,
others assert that the industrial cities of the Great Lakesâ€”with their histories of 19th century
and early 20th century immigration, manufacturing base, and strong Catholic influenceâ€”are
more representative of the Midwestern experience. In South Dakota, for instance, West River the
region west of the Missouri River shares cultural elements with the western United States, while
East River has more in common with the rest of the Midwest. All of the lower Midwestern states,
especially Missouri, have a major Southern component, and Missouri was a slave state before
the Civil War. Western Pennsylvania , which contains the cities of Erie and Pittsburgh , plus the
Western New York cities of Buffalo and possibly Rochester , share history with the Midwest, but
overlap with Appalachia and the Northeast as well. Kentucky is rarely considered part of the
Midwest, although it can be grouped with it in some contexts. In addition to intra-American
regional overlaps, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan has historically had strong cultural ties to
Canada, partly as a result of early settlement by French Canadians. Moreover, the Yooper
accent shares some traits with Canadian English , further demonstrating transnational cultural
connections. Similar but less pronounced mutual Canadian-American cultural influence occurs
throughout the Great Lakes region. The accents of the region are generally distinct from those
of the South and of the urban areas of the American Northeast. To a lesser degree, they are also
distinct from the accent of the American West. The accent characteristic of most of the Midwest
is popularly considered to be that of "standard" American English or General American. This
accent is typically preferred by many national radio and television producers. Linguist Thomas
Bonfiglio argues that, "American English pronunciation standardized as 'network standard' or,
informally, 'Midwestern' in the 20th century. Currently, many cities in the Great Lakes region are
undergoing the Northern cities vowel shift away from the standard pronunciation of vowels.
Missouri has elements of three dialects, specifically: Northern Midland , in the extreme northern
part of the state, with a distinctive variation in St. Louis and the surrounding area; Southern
Midland, in the majority of the state; and Southern , in the southwestern and southeastern parts
of the state, with a bulge extending north in the central part, to include approximately the
southern one-third. The rate of potentially preventable hospital discharges in the Midwestern
United States fell from to for overall conditions, acute conditions, and chronic conditions. The
Midwest has been an important region in national elections, with highly contested elections in
closely divided states often deciding the national result. In â€”, both parties often selected
either their president or vice president from the region. One of the two major political parties in
the United States, the Republican Party , originated in the Midwest in the s; Ripon, Wisconsin
had the first local meeting while Jackson, Michigan had the state county meeting of the new
party. Its membership included many Yankees who had settled the upper Midwest. The party
opposed the expansion of slavery and stressed the Protestant ideals of thrift, a hard work ethic,
self-reliance, democratic decision making, and religious tolerance. In the early s, the
wheat-growing regions were strongholds of the short-lived Populist movement in the Plains
states. Starting in the s, the middle class urban Progressive movement became influential in the
region as it was in other regions , with Wisconsin a major center. Under the La Follettes
Wisconsin fought against the GOP bosses and for efficiency, modernization, and the use of
experts to solve social, economic, and political problems. Theodore Roosevelt's Progressive
Party had the best showing in this region; carrying the states of Michigan, Minnesota, and
South Dakota. In , La Follette, Sr. The Midwestâ€”especially the areas west of Chicagoâ€”has
always been a stronghold of isolationism , a belief that America should not involve itself in
foreign entanglements. This position was largely based on the many German American and
Swedish-American communities. As of [update] , the Midwest is home to several critical swing
states that do not have a strong allegiance to either the Democratic or Republican party
including Iowa and Ohio. Upper Midwestern states of Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin reliably voted Democratic in every presidential election from to Johnson in Indiana is
usually considered a Republican stronghold, voting that party's presidential candidate in every
election since , except for Johnson in and Barack Obama in As a result of the elections,

Republicans controlled the governors' office in all Midwestern states except Minnesota and the
Republicans also controlled every partisan state legislature in the Midwest except Illinois. The
unicameral Nebraska Legislature is officially nonpartisan. The Democrats also flipped the
Minnesota House of Representatives after losing control in The state government of Illinois
currently has a Democratic Governor J. Pritzker and Democratic super majorities in the state
house and state senate. The state currently has two Democratic senators, and a 13â€”5
Democratic majority U. House of Representatives delegation. Iowa had a Democratic governor
from until Terry Branstad was re-elected in the mid-term elections in , and has had both one
Democratic and one Republican senator since the early s until the election when Republican
Joni Ernst defeated Democrat Bruce Braley in a tightly contested race. Between and , Iowa also
voted for the Democratic presidential candidate in all elections except , but in the state went to
the Republicans by 10 percentage points. As a result of the elections, Republicans hold a
majority in the Iowa House of Representatives and the Iowa Senate. Minnesota voters have not
voted for a Republican candidate for president since , longer than any other state. Minnesota
was the only U. However, the recent [ when? Minnesota also elected and re-elected a
Republican governor Tim Pawlenty , as well as supported some of the strongest gun
concealment laws in the nation. Consistently, Ohio is a battleground state in presidential
elections. No Republican has won the office without winning Ohio. This trend has contributed to
Ohio's reputation as a quintessential swing state. At the state level, however, Republicans are
currently dominant. With the exception of one justice of the Supreme Court of Ohio , all political
offices open to statewide election are held by Republicans. Republicans have a majority in the
Ohio House of Representatives and a supermajority in the Ohio Senate. At the federal level,
Ohio currently has one Democratic and one Republican U. House of Representatives are
Republicans. These four states have gone for the Republican candidate in every presidential
election since , except for Lyndon B. Johnson 's landslide over Barry Goldwater in Although
North Dakota and South Dakota have often elected Democrats to Congress, after the election
both states' congressional delegations are majority Republican. Nebraska has elected
Democrats to the Senate and as governor in recent years, but both of its senators have been
Republican since the retirement of Ben Nelson in Kansas has elected a majority of Democrats
as governor since , but has not elected a Democratic senator since From to and again since ,
Kansas has had at least one Democratic House member two in and ' Missouri was historically
considered a "bellwether state", having voted for the winner in every presidential election since
, with four exceptions: in for Democrat Adlai Stevenson II ; in for Republican John McCain ; in
for Republican Mitt Romney ; and in for Republican Donald Trump. Missouri's House delegation
has generally been evenly divided, with the Democrats holding sway in the large cities at the
opposite ends of the state, Kansas City and St. Louis although the Kansas City suburbs are now
trending Republican , and the Republicans controlling the rest of the state, save for a pocket of
Democratic strength in Columbia , home to the University of Missouri. However, as a result of
the elections, Republicans now have a 6â€”2 majority in the state's House delegation, with
African-American Democrats representing the major cities. Missouri's Senate seats were mostly
controlled by Democrats until the latter part of the 20th century, but the Republicans have held
one or both Senate seats continuously since All Midwestern states use primary election to
select delegates for both the Democratic and Republican national conventions, except for Iowa.
The Iowa caucuses in early January of leap years are the first votes in the presidential
nominating process for both major parties, and attract enormous media attention. Bison in
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